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What You Can Do About Biafra

Biafra today is one of the gravest cases
of human suffering in this century. Conservative estimates place the number of dead already well above the million mark. Most of
these have died from starvation or related
medical problems. We have seen the pictures
of starving children, of kwashiorkor and
marasmus and sen3e the desperate urgency
of this crisis.
The BIAFRAN MAY DAY FAST is a joint
effort sponsored by Cal Club, ASUC, BSU,
SAMA, and many independent students on
a university-wide basis. We invite you to join
in a one-day fast in symbolic honor of these
suffering people and to contribute the cost
of that day's food to Biafran relief. Money
raised will be sent to the-Committee to Save
Biafran Children.
We will dedicate this week to providing
more Information about Biafra: the present
crisis in light of recent history and politics,
and the current sta'us of private and public
relief efforts. Please take a few minutes to
read the literature which will be distributed.
Reflect on it. Join us in this fast. Your contribution will be appreciated in full faith even
if you sneak a bite.
Robert D. Hint
Cai Club chair mar,
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LETTERS to the EDITOR
Mutilator Strikes Again
Kdltor,

A selfish member exists somewhere in our campus community
in the person of the Book Mutilators). This person(s) has created
havoc in our library for the past
2 quarters. Their major crime,
the wanton removal of diagrams
and priceless articles from numerous journals. Many of the
articles, "torn" from the journals,
are not replaceable. This tearing
out of pages in a book is even
a greater offense than their pencilled decorations' in the margins
of books and/or journals.
The library has supposedly been
established for the use of all
members of this campus community. Actions such as those described above limit the use of these
facilities. May I, a student
hampered in her pursuit of
knowledge because of these wilful
acts, have your support in apprehending the Book Mutllator(s)?
Sincerely yours,

acknowledge their value in our eduthis has been on an Irregular,
cation. We feel, however, that gifts sporadic basis, failing to demonsuch as black bags, stethoscopes strate any concrete policy In this
and reflex hammers, do little to direction. With drug Industry supimprove our education.
port, doctors and community leadPerhaps our main complaint, ers could create neighborhood
then, is priorities. In our opinion, health clinics. This would obviate
money spent by drug companies such federal programs as those inwhich directly affects the quality of volving the expenditure ofs94 milour education, such as the grants, lion by OEO to establish 51 neighetc., mentioned above, is money borhood health centers and would
well invested. Money spent on inImprove health conditions through

mas for the students. One of the
future physician's first responsibilities is to his own integrity; yet,
the acceptance of gifts may incur
a definite, albeit subtle, sense of

obligation, thus threatening the
physician's integrity. The physician should in no way be made to
feel some kind of loyalty to a
company, because it has given him
some instruments. This gift-giving policy, then, appears to be
thinly-disguised advertising. Yet
the fact that drug companies continue to distribute gifts would sugThe second moral dilemma involves our ultimate primary con-

cern—our responsibility to our patients. While initially grateful and
happy to receive your gifts, upon
more rational examination, we've
had unsettling thoughts as to who
ultimately bears the cost of these
gifts. It can be none other than the
drug-consumer, our patient. For
the drug company, spend ing a great
deal of money on these good-will
programs, must ultimately raise

the price of their drugs to absorb
expense. And while
medical school is a financial struggle for many ofus, considering our
Helen Niskala, potential earning power in the fuGrad.-Ac. Nursing. ture, we should be better able to
afford the cost of our instruments
Federally Insured Student
than can the major drug consumers—the aged and the chronically Loans, more commonly referred to
ill, who have exhausted their earn- as FISLs In the jargon of the staff
Lilly Pharmaceutical Company
ing power.
of the Financial Aid Office located
P.O. Box 618
To those who insist the drug In U 62, are a big help In meeting
Indianapolis, Indiana 46206
company is serving a worthwhile school related expenses at the San
function by improving the education
Francisco Medical Center. Over
Dear Sirs:
of medical students, we would
the past academic year, the total
readily agree. We appreciate the
The pharmaceutical companies' books, scholarships, research funds made available through this
policy of providing gifts to medical grants and travel fellowships pro- self-help plan was in excess of a
i
students creates two moraldilemvided by the drug companies and I quarter million dollars.
FESL is a federal program that
The Editorial Staff of the SYNAPSE welcomes all comments and !is in partnership with private endiscussion of not only that which appears in this newspaper, but also terprise. Loans are available to
of any topic of interest to the Medical Center community. The ex- ; registered students for a maxichange of ideas and'viewpoints is vital to the existence of a balanced, ! mum loan of $1500 per academic
year or an aggregate of $7500
representative, and stimulating newspaper.
Please address any "Letters to the Editor" to the SYNAPSE, during one's academic career.
Loans are limited to citizens and
Central Desk, first floor of Millberry Union.
permanent residents of the United
promotional
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LOS ANGELES—Various proposals to establish a centralized
data center for federal records have
raised fears that computerized government files will result in serious
invasions of individual privacy.
An investigation of the benefits
and clangers of such a system has
been published in the current issue
of the UCLA Law Review. It conchides that under present safeguards, computer filing systems
would pose an intolerable threat to

privacy.
Citing the tremendous efficiency

Opinions expressed in the SYNAPSE'are

those of the student editor and/or editor
lal staff unless otherwise indicated, and do not necessarily represent the views of
the University, or of the '.tudent governments, or of the Student Body as a whole

-*£»

Jim Blattau
William Fischer
Marie Feltin

Many of the above students have

sent their gifts back to Eli Lilly

& Co.

their loans nine months after graduation and have ten years over
whch to repay. Simple interest
accrues during therepayment period at the rate of seven percent
per year. Repayment may be deferred while the borrower is a
member of the Military Service,
the Peace Corps or VISTA for
a period not to exceed a total
of six years or for any period
durng which he returns to an
eligible school to pursue a fuUtlme course of study. All loans

Synapse Baloney!
FINAL ISSUE

The final Issue of SYNAPSE
for the 1968-69 Academic Year
will appear on Monday, May 26.
The copy deadline for that Issue
will be Wednesday, May 14. Any
comments or gripes regarding the
paper for the entire year will be
welcomed, In order thatnext year's
paper may be Improved.
EDITOR NEEDED

As of the deadline date we are
still without an Editor for next
year. We cannot too strongly em-

phasize that a full-time Managing Editor will be hired to take
care of the busy work during the
next year, thereby leaving the

Editor much more free time than
has hitherto been available. If you
are Interested, contact the M.U.
Program

Department (X 2019).

If you do not like the Editor's
views or the content of the paper
next year, too bad! You had your
chance to do It.

Privacy Threat

Photography:
Jerry I'iepmeyer

Printed in the plant of the Howard Quinn Co.
298 Alabama Street, MArket 1-3750

Robert Drlckey

$15,000 per year must pay the In-

terest on a current basis.
Borrowers must begin to repay

are insured against total disability
and death.
Interested students may obtain
States.
FBL applications In the Financial
FISLs are granted by participatAid Office, Room U-62. The noring banks, credit unions and finan- mal processing time for these
cial institutions after approval by loans is approximately three
the federal government. The fedweeks. June 14th Is the cut-off
eral government pays the lending date for submitting applications
institution all Interest while the for this academic year. All apborrower Is a student provided plications for this academic year.
that the adjusted gross Income of All applications processed after
the student and his family Is less June 14th will be Included as
than $15,000 per year. Students credit for the 1969-70 academic
whose family Income Is over year.

Alan Boyne, Graduate Student
Arts and Entertainment

Class, UCSF

John Asarian
the other hand, action at the local level. The sale Dave
Richmond
could be used so much more wise- of donated drugs at reasonable Edward Ellis
ly—and where It Is so much more prices by clinics would avoid the Jim Mills
urgently needed. Having stated our stigma of charity projects and Les A. Konkln
moral obligations, we would hope would provide, In part, theoperatBruce McConnell
the drug Industry would demon- ing funds for such clinics.
Richard Harding
strate a comparable sense of resThe Lilly Company has spent BUI Gerber
ponsibility. We offer the following several thousand dollars on the Richard Bauer
suggestion for the use of money class of 1971 at the University Joan Barber
now spent In supplying medical stu- of California San Francisco alone. Thomas M. Vogt
dents with gifts. Those of us en- The problems besetting this counBrett Hart Kramer
dorsing this letter consider this try urgently demand that In the Evan Mc Leod
the most admirable form of ad- future, this money, and that of all
Rlma McLeod
vertising imaginable:
companies allocated for similar Forrest Beaty
A special fund should be created promotions, be redirected into an Arnold Setd
by drug companies for the purpose Imaginative new
program that will F. Burt Mc Dowell
of distributing drugs to neighborprovide health care to the underNancy Doyle
hood health centers. We recognize privileged, so that they may no Alexander
Tribe
that some firms are already do- longer remain
Isolated from the Allen L. Parsley
nating drugs to such centers, but main stream of this nation's so- Joe Humphry

gest that this subtle form of ad-

Editorial Staff:

Jim Blattan

For Concerned Students
in the Sophomore Medical

struments, etc., on

vertising does pay off.

Editor: David E. Bomar, Dentistry
Advertising Manager: Floyd Pickett, Dentistry

ciety simply because they cannot
buy good health.
Sincerely yours,

<
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computer files, the
a number of safeguards are possible, however, many
of

centralized

report adds that

of which take advantage of the
capability of the computer itself.
In the student-authored study it
was found that only 10 computers
were in use at the federal level in

1954 but that by 1967 the number
had increased to about 2600. "The
computerization of filing systems
is a present fact, not a future pos-

sibility."

The students declare that the
greatest concern is the danger of
disclosure of personal information
which might be detrimental to an
individual. "By placing such information in a government file, a person necessarily abdicates his control
over that information."
Centralization would increase the
danger of disclosure by increasing
the number of persons able to gain
access to information and the quantities of the information itself.
The report suggests as possible
safeguards, access identification systems, transmission security devices,
the professionalization of programmers, and programming com-

puters to release only statistical information that cannot be traced to
identifiable individuals.
No system of safeguards will be
foolproof, they add, but "the question is whether unauthorized disclosures can be sufficiently controlled so as-not to outweigh the
advantages of a centralized computer system."
In answer to frequent references
to the specter of "1984," the students declare that, "the actualization of a '1984' requires more than
mere technological change; it requires a total rejection of all our
establish democratic notions and
institutions.

"The computer is only a means
for the implementation or goals, not
a goal in itself. The use of computers will be decided by the attitudes of people and their leaders."

April 28,1969
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Chancellor's Message for Synapse
tremendously pleased and proud of opportunities for public service.
Although some people may be a
the effori that has been made to
date to recruit, enroll and provide bittiredoftheemphasison change,
opportunities for students from it Is here to stay. Perhaps the most
these groups. Many years ago, our important words on the subject
professional schools pioneered In were said 300 years agoby Francis
providing Chinese and Japanese Bacon. He said:
"He that will not apply new
Americans with such educational
opportunity. Today, these students remedies must expect new evils;
are members of the faculty and for time Is the greatest lnnovater;
they are included among our most and if time alters things to the
distinguished practloners. They, worse, and wisdom and counsel
like middle and upper class Caushall not alter them to the better,
what shall be the end."
casian students are no longer conIn the centuries since Bacon's
sidered as minority groups in relation to educational opportunity. words were written, we've learned
We have not done as well with a great deal about trying tochange
black, Chicano, American Indian things for the better. In an acaand white students from poor famdemic community, this can only
be accomplished If there is a deep
ilies.
In the last issue of SYNAPSE, commitment to values that are
Dean Cullen describedthe recruit- shared by students, faculty, ad-

Philip R. Lee, M.D.

Chancellor
University of California
San Francisco Medical Center

The job of Chancellor has been
described as a series of Insoluble
problems carefully disguised as
rare opportunities. Although I do
not fully share this view, there
are times when the path we are
traveling seems tortuous and difficult. The problems, however, are
not new. I am told that the following words were carved on a stone
by an anonymous Assyrian in 450
8.C.:
"Our earth is degenerate in
these latter days; bribery and corruption are common; children no
longer obey their parents; everyman wants to write a book, and
the end of the world is evidently

ment

program for the School of
Medicine. A vigorous effort Is also
under way In all of our professional
schools, in our GraduateDivision
and in our programs for the allied
health professions. The students
deserve the lion's share of the
credit for moving this program In
the past two years from a "moderately successful effort to one of
top priority. This campus now
is leading the nation In its effort
to correct one of the oldest and
most serious defects in healthprofessions education.
This is just the beginning. We
must continue to provide all of
our students with the highest quality education possible. To do this
requires that our processes perIn curmit institutional change
riculum, In the kind and quality
of teaching, In research, In other

approaching."
I bring up this ancient wisdom

as a useful reminder that we
can't blame everything on administrators, professors, students,
Dr. Spock, or even on "the system." Perhaps we can also take
some satisfaction in the fact that
the end of the world has not yet
arrived.
Today, we have many opportunities to Improve equality of opportunity In education and health

services. There are, however, obstacles to their achievement. Our
society cannot trulyprovide equality of opportunity in the delivery
of health services unless we are
successful In providing students
from minority groups and other
soc 1o-economically different
groups the opportunity for a quality professional education. I am

—

Regent Canaday's Request
a thorough investigation of all
of the campus publications

At the recent Regents' meeting

at UCLA, Regent John E. Canaday facets
reported to the Committee on Educational Policy that duringthepast
few months he has been reading
"with a fair degree of thoroughness and regularity the student
publications from all of our camIn my opinion, they
puses

...

...

are not instruments for the dissemination of campus news
Rather, they have taken on the
character of media for the propagation of radical political and
social philosophies, the advocacy
of anarchy and lawlessness, indoctrination of their readers with
standards of human conduct which
are generally unacceptable, and

subject ..."
Regent Canaday then proposed
the following resolution which was
subsequently approved by the fu!!
Board of Regents:
"The President will conduct a
thorough Investigation of all facets
of the campus publications subject.

This would include but not be limited to analysis of news and editorial content, the quality of writing and reporting, financial
aspects, and the adherence to
proper concepts ofeditorial policy.
Such an investigation should include also a thorough study of the

advisability of divorcing such pubpromoting the total disrespect for lications from compulsory student
all authority. They abound In ob- support.
scene editorial and pictorial conReport by June
tent and they evidence little or no
dedication to truthful and objective
Also included should be consideration of effective methods of
reporting nor any attempt to maintain editorial balance.
University supervision
i.e.,
an editorial policy and review
Canaday's Proposal
"Since these publications are, board, or placing campus publicafinanced through compulsory stu- | tions under the jurisdiction of
dent fees administered by theUni- schools of journalism or other
versity, the University cannot appropriate academic departavoid responsibility for the qual- ments. In addition, the study should
ity of campus publications and the include a review of how student
uses to which they are being publications on other major uniapplied. This is properly a matter versity campuses are financed.
"The President in concert with
of campus administration, but
since there has been a continuing the Chancellors has been asked to
degeneration of the character of conduct such studies and report
these publications beyond the point his findings and remedial steps
of toleration, I propose that the taken no later than the June meeting
President be requested to conduct of the Board of Regents."

--

'

ministrators and non-academic
employees. In the short time that
I have been privileged to serve
as Chancellor, I have felt very

E. 0. Siggelkow

Bob Alexander

Millberry Union's New Director!

Pictured above is Robert A.
strongly the commitment of this
"Bob" Alexander, Director of the
institution, not only to our educa- Guy S. Millberry Union since 1957,
tional, research and public service as he officially assumed the posigoals, but to the values that are
tion of President of the Associaat the heart of theAmerican dream: tion of College Unions
Interequality of opportunity, enhancenational. Passing the gavel to
ment of human dignity, release of Alexander is the University of
human potential.
Minnesota's E.O. Siggelkov whose
The capacity to change, and presidential term expired -it the
Improve with change, has charac46th annualconference

-

March of 1970 when the Association again assembles in Houston,
Texas. One of the oldest organizations in higher education, and
the only major collegiate organiza-

tion which Includes direct student
participation, the A.C.U.-I. was
founded in 1914. Its membership
now includes approximately 850
schools throughout the world.
Alexander becomes the first UniA.CU.-I.'s
terized this institution for over staged at the Denver Hilton Hotel, versity of California official
100 years. I feel certain that this
Denver, Colorado, March 23-26, and the first administrator from a
same spirit and quality will char- 1969. Alexander's new respons- medical center campus
to hold
acterize it during the next 100 ibilities will continue through late the A.C.U.-I. presidency.

—

years.

-

School of Nursing's new Minority Admissions Committee
Florence Martin Stroud

Activities among students and
faculty of the School of Nursing
with respect to recruitment of
minority students have been
varied. In keeping with BSU-BC
a
demands, we have formed
Minority Admissions Committee.
This Committee is actively processing admissions applications,
and to date six students have been
admitted to the undergraduate program for the fall term.
On February 28, a RecruitWorkshop was sponsored by
the School of Nursing. Community
representatives, high school coun-

ment

selors, potential nursing students,

along with faculty and nursing stuOn March 12, the School of
dents attended the proceedings. Nursing appointed a faculty person
Probably the most important thing as "Recruitment Coordinator", on
that developed from the work- a half-time basis. It is this pershop was the initiation of really son's responsibility to coordinate
honest dialogue between repreall recruitment activities within
sentatives from theSchool of Nurs- the School of Nursing, and among
ing, and community people who other Schools on campus.
represent the kinds of students
we are trying to recruit. Many ImSince January, many of our facportant and heated Issues about ulty and students have been actively
nursing education programs were recruiting high school and college
raised. Few, If any were resolved. students Into our program. During
Because those participating In the the Spring break these activities
Workshop felt there was a need to were even more intensified. The
continue dialogue, as well as be ultimate goal of our activities (like
Informed about the results of rethat of the BSU-BC) is to educate
cruitment efforts of the School, a more minority nurses so that the
second workshop Is planned for likelihood of better health care to
all communities is increased.
Friday, May 16.

International Perspectives in Nursing
A one-day conference on International Perspectives In Nursing
will be held July 1, 1969 at the
Fairmont Hotel, San Francisco.
Sponsored by the International
Health Committee, University of
California School of Nursing In

conjunction with the Department
of Continuing Education In the

Health Sciences, the conference
will be open to the public, health
educators and students in thehealth
professions.
m the interests of gaining information on approaches and ways
of delivering health care in other
parts of the world, the conference will present three leaders In
international nursing who will
speak on a variety of Issues such
as mental health, student recruit-

ment and emergent health prob- leal Center, San Francisco, Callems. Speaking will be Mile. Marie ifornia 94122. Pre-registration is
Louise Badouaille, Directrice, urged. For further information
Ecole dc Cadres dc la Croix Rouge please call (415) 666-2453 or 666Francaise, Paris; Mrs. Rola -2463.
her first name IS
(please note
The U.C. School of Nursing InROLA) Pratt, Chief Nurse, Federal ternational Health Committee is a
Government of Nigeria and Mrs.. joint student-faculty committee,
Stella Landauer, World Healthor- co-chairmanned by Elizabeth Hill,
ganization, Latin America. Expert R.N., lecturer, formerly with
discussant comment and audience World Health Organization and
discussion will follow each speech. Virginia Olesen, Ph.D., associate
professor of sociology. Members
Lunch is included in the regis- include Maura Carroll, Bette Fel-

--

tration fees which are: General, i ton, Cathie Horine,Gertrude Hess,

$20. U.C. Medical Center students,
$5.00. Other students, $10. Registrations should be sent to Department M. Continuing Education
in Health Sciences, University of
California, San Francisco Med-

Julienne Lipson, Corinne Orsi,
Margaret Taylor, Wendy Tyler,
Jackie Washington and Anne Davis,
R.N., Ph.D., assistant professor of
nursing, who will chair the July
1 conference.

April 28,1969
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Homecoming/Annual Banquet May 23

Is the Pope Catholic?
Alan Boyne
It is almost impossible to impartially evaluate the evidence
upon which Christianity is based.
This is because Western culture
has been so thoroughly permeated
by the religion. Let us just attempt an examination of two of the
most crucial suppositions which
are fundamental to Christianity and
Catholicism in particular. Most
historians readily agree that Jesus
Christ was arealhistoricalfigure.
But did he claim that he was God?
The quotations used to suggest this
are very ambiguous
"I am the
light of the world" and his reply to
Pontius Pilates question at the
political trial "Are you King of
Jews?' 'You said it. I cannot

-

comprehend how one can interpret

these statements to be claims of
divinity. The issue of whether
Christ claimed to be God or was
deified after death for ulterior
motives is so crucial to a rational
man's acceptance of Christianity
that it should not need pages of
theology to shore it up.
Another argument most vigorously put forward to deify Jesus
is that he rose from the dead.
The body of the founder of the
Mormon religion, Joseph Smith is
not in it's grave. The four gospel
accounts of the resurrection were
the final key to my own escape
from the immoral meshwork of

Leandro Way, San Francisco
Dr. Charles J. Tupper, Dean of interest for the people who plan
94127
the School of Medicine UC Davis, to "come home again".
The Class presidents for the 5 1929, Harry Blackfield, 10 Circle
will be the Luncheon Speaker at
Drive #53, Larkspur, 94939
the Alumni Day for the School of year reunion classes have already
Medicine. Dr. Tupper's address begun to notify their classmates 1924, Matthew N. Hosmer, 130
will be "Trends in Medical Ed- of the festivities. If there are any Deer Park Avenue, San Rafael
94901
suggestions from alumni to make
ucation".
the
a
and
better
please
reunion,
from
bigger
"Pearls and Nuggets"
various departments will be- get in touch with your class repcome the dialogues for the Round resentative from the following
Table Discussions to be held im- chairmen:
mediately after the luncheon in
Millberry Union, to review 1944, Donald G. Barbour, Host
Class, 45 Vista Drive, Kentfield
"What's New in the Field of Med-

faith. It is not quite so easy to tell
oneself that one has it, but you try
and you pray for it to be strengthened. If this psychological manipulation Is effective, a person with
the habit of saying and believing
that he has faith is produced. The
habit of believing and true believing are probably semantically the
same, although in the one case
cerebral processing of facts has
been purposely circumvented; faith
is independent of facts.
icine:"
For the last facet of this disThe Annual Banquet honoring the
cussion we return to the death of Class of 1969 will be held in the
Christ and the bereavement of the Imperial Ballroom of the Hilton
apostles who had undoubtedly been Hotel. The Class of 1944 celesold on the unusual and beautiful brating their 25th anniversary will
teachings and style of Jesus. Be- be the Host Class for the graduate.
lieving in the need for and the The Alumnus of the Year Award
value of his message they needed will be presented during the evensomething more saleable than ing. Dr. Jesse L. Carr, our new
'Here is this neat philosophy, give Executive Director, will be introit a try*. A much better line is duced, and the Gold-Headed Cane
that God had a son who came down recipient will be announced.These
(to page 15) are just a few of the highlights of

SEX?
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'ft
94904.
1964,Donald Young, 4101 HoweSt.
nope
#301, Oakland 94611
Just professional looking bio-medical drawings,
1959, Howard F. Morrelli, 970 graphs
or charts
Chestnut Street, San Francisco A student in the medical illustration curriculum
does the work.
94109
Its more palatable to your budget and it helps pay
1954, Joseph D. Sabella, 15 Mark his rent.
His drawings are designed for clarity, impact and
Terrace, Tiburon 94920
1949,Wayne W. Deatsch, 195 Mar- can enhanceyour next presentation.
kin Avenue, Mill Valley 94941
Call Mark Mikulich
666-1557 and
1939, Paul L. Ashton, 306 E. Los leave your number. at
Olivos Street, Santa Barbara Or call him at home during the evening,
752-7505.
93105
1934, Horace J. McCorkle, 35 San

OUR NEW LOCATION
Your Representative At
U.C. Medical Center Is:

earthly religious authority emanating from Rome. Three of the
gospels state that the first visitors
to the tomb on Easter Sunday were
met by an angel who said 'He
has risen. Mark, however, records the phenomenon as a man
in a white robe who says 'He's
gone. In evaluating something as
fantastic as the claim that a human
being was actually the source and
controller of all mass, energy and
the relation between them, one
should incline toward the more
natural explanation before accepting the more supernatural. I therefor incline to believe that the being
at the tomb was a regular man
and that his words were a comment
rather than a mysterious explanation of a supernatural event. Joseph
Smith's body was removed from
it's grave for fear of desecration
by vandals. How long will people
believe that any two Roman centurions would be able to prevent
any number of Jewish disciples
from removing a dead body? Again
reason is so heavily on the side
of believing that the body was
removed that 1 am embarrassed
to even present the argument.

PPr<-

Robert Johanaon
Sama Ufa Repreaaniatlve
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A Few of Our Well Known Clients:
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Student American Medical Association
American Pharmaceutical Association
Marin County Medical Society
Alameda Contra Costa County Medical Society
American Bar Association-Students Division
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35 Parnassus Avenue
Parnassus Heights Medical Building
San Francisco, California
(415)731-7411

Although most theologians will

argue these points interminably
(and seem to believe that the very
duration of their arguments will i
substance to the resurlent

'MB

AMP
fB

rection), but will admit that absolute proof is not available so
that one needs "FAITH' to believe
that Christ was God.

This faith

commodity is supposed to be a gift
from God, along with reason. These
two gifts are so blatantly contradictory that I don't know how
they can be reconciled. When you
are solidly in the grip of. an organized religion, however, (particularly when you are in a parochial school), it is easy and
necessary to say that you have

jkJ
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Barry Douglas
Apha Life Representative!

Let Your Association
Fulfill Your Insurance Needs!
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THE DAY OF CONCERN
by Maciej T. Malecki

of the faculty from her department
however, had a different opinion
and called her "just a scab".
A situation like this is difficult
to handle because a graduate student is not in a position to
verbally retaliate. This could
jeopardize his position within the

This letter may seem to be untimely since the Day of Concern expired about two months ago. Some
observations I made prior to and
during this day are, in my opinion,
relevant to the situation on Campus
now and the problems I will men- department.
tion could reoccur in the near
Another example is using the
future.
lecture as a platform for propaOne of the issues emphasized ganda. I audited Microbiology
on March 4th was the problem of course #208 last quarter. From
ecology. Although technological in- the academic viewpoint it was a
novations may have some adverse profitable experience, a form of
effect on ecology we must give seminar with students participatprimary consideration to the effect ing in reading and discussing the
on the most important species on latest paper from various areas
earth a human being. These ad- of microbiology and virology. I
vancements are doubtlessly to his did not have enough time to attend
advantage in making his life longer, all classes; nevertheless, I got
healthier and easier. An individual my share of politics. In several

-

human being' then should be our
reference in judging what is good
and bad in changes which occur.
First, I would like to discuss the
methods used by some faculty
members to further their own
ideology under the pretext of helping their fellow man.
Several days before the Day of
Concern 1 observed graduate students from this campus distributing leaflets and propaganda materials to mobilize and educate the
masses. All students that I
observed were from one departthe department of Microment
biology. Let us make the following
hypothesis: if a movement on campus is spontaneous, one should
see students from different departments participating. However,
the opposite was the case and the
hypothesis about spontaneity of the

-

movement must be dropped.
How can one explain that students of only one department participated? Evidently there was

some kind of force which moved
them from the library and their
lab benches to the second floor in
the Sciences Building. The faculty
makes graduate students tick and
we can make the following safe
assumption. It was the faculty
members in the Dept. of Microbiology who applied either direct
or indirect pressure on the students to participate in this political
demonstration.
Faculty members in this Dept.
are active in politics. The methods
they used to coerce graduate students to accept their ideas are not
widely known and deserve closer
scrutiny. Some of the methods
look innocent as a simple statement before November elections
"everybody in the academic
community is voting for Eldridge

•
-

Cleaver".

lectures Dr. Levintow injected
critical remarks about Dr. Hayakawa. Later on, I realized that his
remarks were improper, not to
say illegal.

Can a graduate student resist
intimidation, political pressure
and attempts of ideological indoctrination? My answer is that the
position of a graduate student is
weak in this regard. Possibly his
action will depend upon his integrity and on the choice he has
between different faculty members within a department. This
problem was a subject of discussion at the Graduate Academy
at Lake Arrowhead held on March
23-25 and sponsored by the UCLA
Graduate Student Association.

And finally a question which
has puzzled me for a long time.
How can an American scientist
who has access to all information
he needs, accept and preach a
political doctrine which advocates
the primacy of "society's good,
social responsibilities and community effort" over "individual
good, individual responsibility and
individual effort"? The evidence
against such a doctrine is overwhelming. It is based on a wrong
premise, and total implementation
of it always leads to dictatorship,
police state and oppression. One
can look around and compare China
with Japan, East with West Germany, this country with the rest
of the world to find convincing
proof. I would not like to be
insulting but the answer to this
question, in my opinion, may be
found in the psychology of an individual who accepts such a doctrine. To be specific, it lies in
this individual's mysticism. In
other words in accepting the doctrine on faith.

faculty?

Cases of intimidation or using
the lecture as a platform for
propaganda should be exposed first
and then corrected. The right and
duty to protect the vital interests
of students, and therefore their
own, belongs to Graduate Student
Council, Graduate Division Graduate Students Association and responsible faculty. Improper political activity on campus can be
stopped if opposed on proper
grounds, in this case on grounds
of property rights. Prior to the
Day of Concern the activists were
using the departmental telephone
number as an information center.
We will agree that professors
in the Dept. of Microbiology have
a right to their political views
and a right to express them. On
the other hand, it is against University regulations to use its property for organized political activity; their dilemma may be solved
by moving the center of their
political activities to a rented

Other methods are more serious
and involve intimidation of a student who does not conform. In one
case I know it involves a graduate
student who teaches part-time at
San Francisco State College. During the last teachers strike she did
not join strikers but preferred to
continue teaching. Her students
were older, married and working;
their main concern was to stay
in school and graduate on time. She
also felt that as a teacher she
has a contract with the school to
continue teaching. One could only
admire her courage in view of the
bombing, gun firing and other incidents that were taking place. One room or house off campus.

Cal Club Speakers Bureau
Over the last few years it has
become apparent that the State of
California does not appreciate or
understand its University. It seems
to be politically fashionable to attack the University by reducing
its budget, investigating uses of
student funds, and so on. The San
Francisco chapter of California
Club has organized a speakers
bureau to provide some information about the University to the

faculty who is asked to speak
before a community group and who
would like to have a student speak
in addition, is urged to contact
Bob Hunt (566-2963).

BOOK

FAIR
—

public. Several other chapters have
presented talks to public groups

Hardbacks Paperbacks
Books for Children
Distinctive Greeting Cards

and have been well-received. It
is a small effort, but could help
dispel some of the misunderstandings about and hostilities toward
the University. Any member of the

2130 Irving Street
MO 1-3137

BUY NOW 1969 MODELS

-

- In Stock
return portable typewriters
Carriage
NEW-Electric

COMPACT ELECTRIC TYPEWRITERS
PORTABLE TYPEWRITERS
OLYMPIA SMITH-CORONA
UNDERWOOD OLIVETTI

/

ADDING MACHINES *>

'<
!

AMERICAN TYPEWRITER CO.
(RAY JONES MGR.)

'

2247 Market Street (Between 15th & 16th Sts)
Open Sat. From 10AM to 4 PM

863-2700

Participating members agreed

that when a student is faced with
pressure to conform to the political views within his department or
from his advisor, chances are that
in a majority of cases he will
submit to the pressure to save
time invested in his career. In a
minority of cases he will ask for
another advisor. In the Dept. of
Microbiology, change in advisor
will be no change at all, since
Drs. Bishop, Boyer, Levintow and
Levinson share similar political
views. In the above mentionedcase,
a student's academic freedom to
choose is nonexistent.
What can be done to prevent
abuse of power by some of the
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YES WE HAVE BEEN SERVING UC MEDICAL CENTER FOR THE
PAST 15 YEARS. PROMPT PICK UP AND DELIVERY SERVICE.

The class of,

presents:

HOLY HELLTH!

Problems of sense
and soul will
dominate the action,
as the Medical Class
of '69 recapitulates
four years of fun
and bitterness
in one evening's

ORIGINAL OIL PAINTINGS

from European and American Artists
such as Riche, Corbeau, Jean Moret, Lewis,
Loman, Pierre and many others

Frames at 50% to 75% DISCOUNT
Also
Antiques, Ivorys, Tiffany Type Lamps

entertainment.

May 24, 1969
Millberry Gym

Please come in and browse
Open Daily from 11 to 530 Sunday 12 to 3pm
or by appointment- phone 564-9921

Tickets from
any 69er.
Pre-play socializing
and anti-sobriety
hour in
Millberry Lounge.

■Bff ART GALLERY
535 Irving Street at 7ft Avenue

"A llttU wt ef tti« woy, but much !•»• to pay"
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Science, Technology and Public Policy
by

Dr. C. S. Wallia

that the curricula are not 'rele-

vant.'

discovery and application becoming shorter. A certain percentage
of the research and development
budget has to be allocatedfor basic
research chosen according to
scientific merit by "syndicalist"
procedures of "the Republic of
Science" to use Polany's words.
An analysis of the total national budget, however, is an enlightening and a poignant portrayal
of the actual priorities of this
nation. Out of a total nationalbudget
for 1969-70 of $195 billion, or,
of $974 per capita, $127 is going
to the Vietnam war; $400 to other
defense spending and only 93 cents

The 'professionalization' of scientists in the universities is no
less complete. Abraham Maslow
in his book PSYCHOLOGY OF
SCIENCE has cogently criticized
the scientists' "methodolatory"
Technology, it is acknowledged, and suggests that personal inhas brought about this develop- security feelings and "deficiency
ment. Jacques Ellul in LA TECHcognitions" may be responsible
NIQUE OU L'ENJEU DU SIECLE for their tenacious approach. As
has warned that modern technology Bernard Barber says, "Because
is on the verge of achieving auton- the role of scientist now provides
omy with its own internal imper- considerable stability, ..security,
atives, and can become the effec- and prestige, many scientists are
tive master of man in the near motivated in some measure to
it will be for cancer research.
future. Herbert Marcuse, in his achieve these goals
book, ONE DIMENSIONAL MAN, interesting to establish the preIt is partly because of these
has urged a similar thesis.
cise role of much-vaunted 'curnational priorities that medical
Frequently in the past, man has iosity' in the motivation of scien- care delivery, for instance,<is so
taken part in the flux of physical tists
The scientist is in no inadequate for a large segment of
and social gestalten with a myopic sense a 'selfless' creature above the American population. It used
lack of foresight. The ad hoc in- and beyond the Influences of his to be the case fifty years ago that,
stitutions that came into existence social role." Robert Mertonpoints "if the average patient visited the
often restricted his vision and out that the frequency and intensity average physician he would have a
choices with their inertia. The pace of priority disputes is a cogent fifty-fifty change of benefiting by
of change in the past centuries evidence of the salience of the the encounter." Medicine as a
permitted man to adjust to these social incentive for the scientists science has improved much during
institutions
even though many to obtain recognition. Warren Hag- this period, but now the average
choices were forecluded. The storm in "The Scientific Commun- patient has a fifty-fifty chance of
pace of change is now much faster, ity* notes that this desire influ- any encounter with a physician,
even exponential, resulting in ences the scientists' decisions in such is the shortage of physicians
greater accumulation of technol- the selection of research problems and the exorbitance of their fees.
ogical knowledge in the last seven and methods.
The existing medical care delivery
decades than in the previous seven
In contrast to the observation of has been termed a "non-system"
millenia. Merely ad hoc solutions these social scientists, physical and the way of training health perno longer suffice as overlaps in scientist, Michael Polanyi, repsonnel as "archaic" by Dr. Philip
the "temporal gestalten" become resents the classic view that sci- Lee of the University ofCalifornia
more extensive. Future conceived ence has an internal logic of its Medical Center.
During the decade 1958-68,of the
as overlapping temporal gestalten own development trajectory. He
implies that there are alternative warns, "The generous sentiments $112 billion budget for research
modes of action or choices. Rationwhich activate the aspiration of and development (in science and
al analysis of the human condition guiding the progress of science into technology), the Department ofDeis meaningful only if it is afsocially beneficient channels
fense accounted for 55 percent,
firmed that man has foresight of to be impossible and nonsensical NASA for 23 percent, and AEC
the consequences of his choices and
any attempt at guiding scien- for 11 percent, while the Departhas freedom to choose. An open tific research towards a purpose ment of Health, Education and Welexploration of the shifting image of other than its own is an attempt fare received 5 percent and the Naman and his values as he views to deflect it from the advance- tional Science Foundation 1.2 perby the same act ment of science." Nuclear physi- cent. Of this NSF allocation, 90
himself and
of observation
views the biocist Alvin Weinberg on the other percent was spent on natural and
sphere and the cosmos, is neces- hand proposes criteria for scien- biological sciences, with a mere
sary if man is to avert total catastific choice to be "relevance to 10 percent for social sciences.
trophe, nuclear or otherwise.
the science in which it is embedded, Despite the overwhelming social
What is the extent of the social relevance to human affairs, and problems confronting the nation the
responsibility of scientists as pro- relevance to technology." He ap- potential contributions of the social
fessionals? What aspects of man's plies these criteria to high-energy sciences are being aborted by the
cultural heritage, especially physics and gives it low marks, dysfunctional priorities of the arscience and technology are func"the motivation for basic science maments spiral and the moonrace.
tional today? What kind of normais itself often less than pure. Is The rise by several orders of magtive models do we want to design nuclear structure physics done nitude in the federal budget for
for tomorrow? A focus on these to further science or to help build science and technology between
questions in the context of science, reactors?"
1940 ($74 million) and 1969 ($lB
technology and human values is
I must be recognized, however, billion) was, of course, due to their
urgently needed.
that there is an inherent unpre- crucial role during the second
Describing the contemporary dictability of the technological ap- World War and the spurring by the
situation in philosophy, Paul Kurtz, plication resulting from basic sci- Russian Sputnik in 1957. Scientists
ence research. Is it then a mis- and technologists in and out of
in DECISION AND THE CONDITION OF MAN, writes, "illutake to subject allocations for basic universities, accepted this fedsory philosophical systems of old science to the acid test of social eral largesse.
were the abortive offspring of "relevance"? Here a distinction
How much of the onus for the
rationalistic biases, intuitionist between immediate and long term present priorities reverts to the
self-deceptions, or moral prejusocial relevance must be observed. scientists and technologists and
dices
(today) many philos- But there is no way of evaluating what can be done toreassign priorophers have become specialists. the long term social relevance of ities? Don Price, professor of
Wishing to avoid the charge a particular piece of basic science political science at Harvard, states
of 'nonsense' they have turned in- research. The same physics re- that scientists cannot repeat the
stead to logico-linguistic probsearch that finds its application "old principle that political aulems."'Philosophers have become in nuclear bombs and ballistic thorities determine policies
professionalized and many find missiles has also been used for scientific knowledge only tells us
their primary commitment to their diseases ranging from pituitary best means to those ends
'roles' in the universities. In my anamolies to cancer. Historically In America many scientists have
view, although safe from the charge the distinction between science been hypocritical; they use the old
of "nonsense" these academic and technology has been sharp, in- formula for public relations."
philosophers may feel, their role deed, only in the last hundred Scientists have sometimes invoked
playing is dysfunctional for uniyears has there been a relation. the rather extreme argument that
versities' mission of educating. But today basic science research one cannot place the onus for the
Witness the current vociferous is preliminary to much of tech- existance of the electric chair on
cotnßlaints of university students nology with the time lag between the electrician who wires or design
It has become a truism of our
time that we face concurrently the
portents of unprecedented disaster and the potentialities of remarkable fulfillment. Science and
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it. But can.one, by this token,
exonerate the biochemist or micro-

CLEANING

biologist who works on weaponry
potentially capable of total genocide? As a biologist, Arthur Galston asks, "What chance do we

LAUNDRY

SNOW WHITE
CLEANERS

(biologists) have that is better
than a snowball In Hell of helping
stop chemical warfare in VietALTERATIONS
nam?" In answer he pointsoutthat
the civilian controlled AEC came
664-0550
about after World War II at the 340 JUDAH
(to page 15)
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HAVE YOU HAD "BUG-FEVER" YET?
YOU CAN GET IT NOW FOR
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"OUR REPUTATION RIDES WITH YOU"
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FREE HAMBURGER
To Stimulate our "Take Out" business
we are giving one of our regular
50 cent hamburgers
or 60 cent cheeseburgers FREE
with the purchase of two to go.

3 hamburgers $1.00 or 3 cheeseburgers $1.20
. . Burgers 50c Fries 20c Shake 50c Steak Sandwich 90c
...

'

BURGER BOY

1309 9th Aye. (near Irving)

Ph. 564-4723

OPEN 11 A.M.-9 P.M. MON.-SAT. SUNDAY 2 P.M. 9 P.M.
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arts & entertainment
The Itinerate Gastronome

TheNew Pisa
BY Dave Bomar
ther spaghetti or ravioli. The pleased with the overall result.
One of San Francisco's redeemNot for the pretentious, the New
choice of entrees is large, but may
ing attributes must certainly be the I suggest the Vltello Saltato (veal Pisa is recommended to those who
diversity and abundance of its res- saute) or the Rosticciana (spare enjoy good food and pleasant comtaurants. The New Pisa, which is ribs) In conjunction with a glass of pany. I wish you good appetite.
situated at 1268 Grant Avenue- Chlanti. One's palate is Indeed

North Beach, not Chinatown—is
one of those rare jewels that one
too infrequently encounters. The
winning combination at this restaurant consists of pleasant surroundings, moderate prices, and food of

EUROPE CHARTER FLIGHTS

7 DEPENDABLE YEARS OFFLIGHTS ALL MONEY IS HELD IN A TRUST FUND

I JUNE 21-SEPT.

at the University of San Francisco. Accordingly, one wallportrays
a scene from Dante's Inferno in
which four umpires are suffering

And half the fun is trying to disthe great stars under their
masterful disguises. George C.

Scott, Dana Wynter, and Kirk Douglas head the cast of Mystery Stars.

STREET
CALL (415) 548-1673 (5-8 PM)

904 IRVING ST.

FRIDAY NITE FILMS

cover

-

BOX267,ORINDA CALIF 94563

atarnabu

torments of Hellfire, the
thumbs of their hands, nevertheless, held high in the traditional
"Out" gesture.
Dinner at the New Pisa begins
with salad and bread; following this
is Minnestrone, as God must surely have intended it; then pasta, ci-

the

With frightening and relentless

UCNA CHARTERS

°
NAME
p

CITY

DEPART OAKLAND TO LONDON
THERE IS A $10 REGISTRATION FEE

The New Pisa is a family-style
restaurant run by one family for
generations. Mr. Benedetti, the
owner, is in addition to restauranteur, the varsity baseballcoach

purpose an archcriminal plans the
assassination of eleven people—all
a threat to him in some mysterious
way. The fantastic pieces of this
diabolical puzzle are painstakingly
put into place in the most bizarre
murder mystery ever conceived.

-

JUNE 28-JULY2B $287
SEPT. 10-NOV. 22-$265
SEPT. 10-ONE WAY $125

quality In quantity.

May 2: "The List
of Adrian Messenger"

17-$277

May

9: "Le Bonheur"

A poetic and sensuous hymn to
the happy life, "Le Bonheur" is
the story of one man in love with
two women. Director Agnes Varda
portrays personal happiness as a
force both self-gratifying and pathetically destructive. Lushlyphotographed in warm Renoir colors,
Le Bonheur is frequently referred
to as one of the most beautiful
films ever made, and it established
Miss Varda as one of France's
most important directors.

Bring this advertisement

May 16: "Wait Until Dark"

Produced by Mcl Ferrer. Audrey
Hepburn plays a recently blinded
housewife being terrorized by
three thugs who invade her home.
Based on the spine-chilling Broadway play by Frederick Knott. Also starring Alan Arkinand Richard
Crenna.

23: Underground Night
Braughten's "The Bed"

May

for your

20% discount card

Hindles's "Bellibong"

"Wait Until Dark"

_~
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(good for one year)
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A black musical wi,h plenty nf verve! A sllnw
worth seeing... remarkably alive and kicking...
very groovy score...the excellent all-male cast

m^^^^^m
mmt
are splendidly funny...uncommonly fresh and
A

Tri/V/IIT
J 1 1 VI L I [T * J
*HIvital Enjoyable S.Fentertainment!"
EXAMINER
|-k|
"BTBW is a slice of the cool world... good songs
Ijl JV_ |v
by oscar Brown Jr maIm cent performance
V*l*y l"l ■ n* �
\A/|—II Ir* QA
by Big Black... stimulating & enjoyable... Every11 1
body ought to see it!"
ICHELBAUM,

VVI

THE BEAUTIFUL BUCK MUSICAL
STARRING BIG BLACK
-.ai

........

COMMITTEE iMMQNIiOHiRYTHEATER
-■■■■
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"^V™"
san mateo
See
Time
Buck
White"
Big
"Go
wa ™ s F H N
barbara bladen

times

Performances & Prices: Sundays at 4:00 and 730/Wednesday/Thursday evenings at 8:30; Seats: $2 75, $3 75,
$4.75. Friday evenings at 8:30, Saturday evenings at 730, 10:30; Seats: $3 50, $4.50, $5.50 Student Discounts
For information and reservations phone: 986-1639.
Tickets available at most leading bo« ottices.
•
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SHORT NOTES

SUMMER JOBS
WE HAVE A SPECIAL JOB JUST FOR

by D.

YOUI

.

National Agency of Student Employment
P. O. Box 52492
New Orleans, Louisiana 70150

Money Order D
Cash □
Check □
PLEASE SEND 1969 SUMMER JOB DIRECTORIES CHECKED BELOW.
3 -0°
Q VACATION RESORT JOBS
Work with students at Amerlco's finest Resorts.

GENTLEMEN:

—

*

_

□ SPECIAL OFFER

°*

t3o

D FOREIGN JOBS
Gain valuable experiences abroad with pay.
□ CAREER TRAINING OPPORTUNITIES
Start your career working with America's best companies,,

**■*

—

Our latest bulletin which contains
all three job fields plus a special job assignment for you.
$4.00
Please state interest and desired location

I
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627 IRVING ST.
at 7th Aye.

possible to experience one, some
or all of these responses during
the course ofa performance. About
the only response Arrabal doesn't

G. Warnock

Big Time Buck White

town except a few officers at the
army post. The sisters put all their

Big Time Buck White is a musigenerate is boredom."
cal review of sorts at the New
Committee Theater. This is a fast
paced, well done production which
The Three Sisters
is worth seeing. It's a new ex-,
perience to see black men laughThis is a good choice if you
ing at themselves as well as at are interested in a more tradiwhites. Oscar Brown Jr. directs tional evening at the theater. This
this production and has written is a very warm staging of Chekseveral outstanding songs for it hov's play, a period piece ■ with
including "Mighty Whitey" and elaborate staging to match its
"HNIC". Student tickets are avail- story line.
able in advance.
Often called the greatest play
by Russia's greatest playwright,
The Architect and The
"The Three Sisters" opens a year
Emperor of Assyria
after the death of General Prozorov, a widower whose three
The Architect and the Emperor daughters have stayed on in the town
of Assyria is the most exciting, where his artillery brigade is
intense and electric event of the quartered. The sisters share with
ACT season this year. It can best their brother, Andrey, the house
be described as an experience they inherited from their father.
which stretches andbends the whole
Olga (Angela Paton), the eldest
concept of theater. It is not an sister, is a schoolmistress. Masha
enjoyable light evening of enter- (Michael Learned) has married a
tainment for the Doris Day-Rock Latin teacher at the town's high
Hudson fan. If your sensibilities school. Irina (Kitty Winn) works in
are tender, then don't bother. If the local telegraph office. Andrey
your Aunt Hattie would be offended (Jay Doyle), the prldeof the Prozby a naked man giving birth to a orov family, is expected to conbaby on an undiscovered island tinue his studies at the university
while carrying on a complex con- and become a professor.
versation with an invisible docThanks to the education and uptor, then I wouldn't advise taking bringing given them by the General,
her along. The two characters are the sisters are allIntelligent, sensplendid and do a magnificent job, sitive and accomplished girls. But,
and FernandoArrabal has written unfortunately, their refinement has
a script of language that is musi- created a barrier between them
cal, vibrant and earthy. This play and everyone in the dullprovincial
has been described as having
"engaged, angered, delighted, repulse<}, mystified, moved, captivated, unsettled, charmed and
"freaked out" French theatergoers by the thousands It's quite
We've now begun the final quarter,
Hoping we've filled all the forms
we ought'a.
First came the usual formsfor the
dean:
Later the study lists turned in
for a green.
From the graduate office came the
white and blue.
Secretaries smiling a "Good luck
to youl"
En masse we attackedpoor Dorothy
Gunnell,
She signed and signed and sighed
"Oh, welll'"
So what if as a poet I don't really

hopes in Andrey, dreaming of the
day when they will begin a new
and exciting life amid people of

culture like themselves.
Andrey surprises them,however,
by falling in love with a home town
girl called Natasha (Carol Mayo
Jenkins) and marrying her. Coarse
and stupid, Natasha is nonetheless

shrewd and strong. The well-bred
sisters find themselves incapable
of coping with Natasha's cunning,
and, like Andrey, they are soon
completely under her domination.
As they retreat more and more,
Natasha assumes Increasing power in the household.
At the army post, a new colonel
named Vershlnin arrives. A handsome man burdened with a neurotic wife, he falls In love with
Masha and they begin a furtive affair. At the same time Irina, the
youngest sister, is courted by two
men, a brutal army captain and a
likeable but ineffectual lieutenant/
Irina loves neither but finds the
latter less distasteful.
While each of the relationships
takes shape, word suddenly comes
that the entire army brigade is to
be transferred to a distant town.
Commenting on the work, critic
Maurice Valency writes, "No play
has ever conveyed more subtly the
sense of the transitory nature of
human life, the sadness and beauty
u

of the passing

...

terpiece."

Poetry

PHONE 731-8270
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moment

Three Sisters' is Chekhov's mas-

I
H

rate,

A CORNER OF...
as I watch the dust begin to gather
in an isolated corner where its
rather dark

I feel that even as we sit it will
begin to cover all and fill the
room
we will look back on the corner
so small
to wonder why we thought that it
was at all isolated.

What did you expect from a nurse

Doug

trying to graduate 71

CORDIAL INVITATION
TO ALL THE GUYS and GAL'S
of the U.C. MEDICAL CENTRE (staff as well)
A SPECIAL CAMPUS EVENING HAS BEEN ARRANGED.
DANCE TO THE MUSIC OF "THE BROTHERLY LOVE"
REDUCED FOOD AND DRINK PRICES (on production of
University 1.D.)BY SPECIAL ARRANGEMENT
A FLOOR SHOW FEATURING "DENI AND THE DEACON"
COME TO THE PLACE WHERE ITS AT !
TUESDAY EVENING MAY 6th open from spm to 2am.
AT Bth AYE AND IRVING.
plenty of parking in rear.
SAN FRANCISCO
Bth & IRVING

-

Gnu from GNO

——__—-________________hmmmm

U.C. MEDICAL CENTER

THE COMMITTEE FOR ARTS & LECTURES
presents

SWAMI RANGANATHANANDA
LECTURE ON

C~\

Self-Knowledge and Human Fulfillment
on

FRIDAY MAY 2, 7:30 p.m.
Swami Ranganthananda is a world famous Hindu philosopher from
the Ramakrishna Institute of Humanistic Studies, India. He is author
of 'Eternal Values for a Changing Society' and 'The Message of the
Upanishads'.
The public is cordially Invited. No charge.
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RECORD REVIEWS

Christopher Parkening

BY HUGH RIBEIRO
the
Spanish
Style
In

Angel S-36'020

Performance: A-plus
"By reason of his unique talents, he (Christopher Parkening) belongs to that special group of my disciples
of which I am so proudt"
-Andres Segovia. This second recording by the young American guitarist
is beautiful, brilliant, intricate, and can only fortify one's view that this is indeed a virtuoso of the guitar.
Works by Albeniz, Villa-Lobos, Sor, Ponce, and Tarrega which appear on this recording expound with
excellence found only in recordings by masters of the guitar.

—

Captll SPAC-8694
Leopold Stokowski
The Best of Stokowski, Album 2
Performance: A
There is no question in my mind that these recordings of such familiar classical works as Bach: Toccata
and Fugue in D Minor, Strauss: On the Beautiful Blue Danube, Debussy: Clair dc Lune, and Ravel: Alborada Del Gracioso, are one of the finest interpretations and recordings available. The orchestration is
flawless and Stokowski conducting, as usual, exemplifies a master maestro.

FOLK SINGING • BEER • WINE • CHEESES

A&M SP-4169
The Churls' The Churls
Performance: A
If you can imagine the Rolling Stones, with a touch of the Jim Hendrix Experience, that's the Churls, a
new group from Canada that has appeared on the Rock Scene. This first release is quite promising with
a great deal of drive, so perhaps, you'll be hearing much more from the Churls in the future.

You've tried them all, now try

Hedge & Donna
Capitol ST 107
Hedge & Donna
Performance: A-plus
This disc Is one of the finest recordings In the folk-rock category that I have heard recently. In such
offerings like "Little Child" "Love Lady" and "Always and Endless", Hedge and Donna's voices blend
beautifully to produce a feeling of gentle tenderness which exemplifies the exceptional singing talents of
these two young performers.
S

-

MONTROSE 1-2140

CITY

WIDE DELIVERY

their
of this being a live recording, the overdose of audience participation spoils an otherwise excellent record.

WISHING WELL

*

The Return of We Five
A & M SP 4168
Performance: A
The group, We Five, has recently been reformed after breaking up in 1965. The exuberance and freshness
of these fine performers is a welcome return to the popular music field. If you liked the old We Five,
you'll certainly like the new We Five.

Yellow Submarine
Apple SWIS3
The Beatles
Performance: A
The movie, Yellow Submarine, was a trip In Itself, and this record merely relives a very delightful experience. Need I say more than this is a must for all Beatles lovers.
Stained Glass

Crazy Horse Roads

Capitol ST-154

Performance: Ugh I

Never heard of Stained Glass? With a recording like Crazy Horse Roads, you are never likely to either.
The best part of the record is its sleeve, but the group might be a smash at the Fillmore East.

UCMC GOINGS-ON
CULTURAL ARTS

SPECIAL LECTURES
May

"Literature and Experience:
The Primacy of Perception" I
Lawrence Fixel

1-Thurs:

(MU Gym)

May 2-Friday:
(MU lounge)

CULTURAL ARTS &LECTURES PROGRAM
MONDAY NOON FILMS
'Martin Luther King', (BBC)

April 28:

'India: The Glory That Remains', (BB)

5:

May

12:

May

19:

"

DENNY ZEITLIN TRIO with
(Aud.) 12:30-l:30pm. Dennis Zeitlin, psychiatrist
and jazz pianist.

Fri., May 9:

Thurs., May 15:

(Aud.)
Fri., May 16:

(Aud.)

'L'Affaire est dans le Sac.
(Contemporary Films)

'Leonardo Da Vinci', (BBC)

-

COLLEGE VIOLIN
PIANO DUO, Lenore Stephens

MILLS

603lrving
ammmma

SE 1-64 3 3

—*-—————-—-»■■-»■-»

JOHN

amMmMmmwjam am*

MIKE

STELLINO
MARKET

sth Aye. & Irving
Hours 7 a.m. to 10 p.m.
INCLUDING SUNDAY
FREE DELIVERY

...-__?Y-I'**?f

and Julie Lysney. Chopin Nocturne Op. 27 No. 2 and Bach
Italian Concerto

"Literature and Experience:
The Primacy of Perception" II
Lawrence Fixel

May

Thurs., May 8:

(MU Lounge)

j

the

can really dispute the popularity and talents of the Seekers. On this record they perform some of
more well-known numbers with their usual enthusiasm and exceptional showmanship. As a result

We Five

700 IRVING STREET
SAN FRANCISCO. CALIF.
i

Nobody

Capitol SKAO-133
The Beach Boys 20/20
Performance: B
On this record the Beach Boys attempt to make the transition into folk-rock music. However, in my estimation, only one track, "Time to Get Alone" makes this transition successfully. The remaining offerings
are neither typical Beach Boys or true folk.

i

• PIZZERIA AND RESTAURANT

Capitol ST-135

The Seekers LIVE
Performance: A

.. .

Thurs., May 22:

A LIMNER ON FILM: film
show and discussion by Ray
Rice, Film-maker.

The

GOLDEN GROMMET

'FEIFFER SHOW': a satirical
revue of the characters and
cartoons of Jules Feiffer by
Stanford University Graduate
Theatre.

"PRAGUE: THESUMMEROF

(Aud.)

TANKS" and

Fri., May 23:

ROGER WAGNER CHORALE
from UCLA with Roger Wag-

(Aud.)

MEET YOU AT

"PARIS STU-

DENT REVOLUTION" (Kinetic Arts Films)

npr

rnnrinrtlnir

834 IRVING near 10th Aye.
San Francisco
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Proposed Structure for ASUCMC
I.

Officers

A.

ASUC President and Vice

4.

President will be chosen
through a campus
wide

5.

-

election.

B.

6. The President of the Grad-

commissions.

B. Meetings and functions
1. The Council will meet

ten members, five elected
and five appointed.
2. One commissioner will be
elected by each ofthe following:
a. School of Dentistry

b. School of Medicine
c. School of Pharmacy
d. Undergraduate nursing
students

c. Graduate nursing students

3. The method of election will
be determined by the individual schools.
4. The elected members of a
given commission will then

5.

approve or reject the commission Chairman appointed
by the ASUC President.
After an appointment has
been confirmed, each Chairman will appoint five additional commission members

as follows:

a.

A dental student
b. A medical student
c. A pharmacy student
d. An undergraduate nursing
student
c. An allied health professional student, defined as
any registered student on
campus who is not study-

A class in the latest techniques
of restorative dentistry will be
telecast from the Mobile Clinic to
150 dentists who will view It on
television monitors in Holiday Inn

North, 1900 Canterbury Road.
"We wanted to save our busy
Sacramento colleagues the time
and Inconvenience of coming to

- -

Room

9:00 a.m. to 3:30 p.m.

* TOBACCOS
SEI-2429

605 IRVING STREET at 7th Aye.

.Sam Morris

aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaamaaaaaawwaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa

FIFTH AVENUE

LO 6-7442
400 IRVING ST.
Quick Service for Busy People

PROGRESS HOMEWARE
•

•

•

Academic Senate Affairs to
attend Regents and Academic Senate meetings, publicize decisions made, study
the continuing relationship
of students and the Regents,
and study and publicize who
the Regents are, possibly
through articles in the

D.
E.

SYNAPSE
Commission on Interschool
Relations to handle social
functions, orientation, etc.
Commission on Student Affairs to function in the areas
of housing, discrimination,
community-minority relations, and to plan the sum-

F.

mer preceptor program for
entering minority students.
Commission on Internal Af-

U.C. MEDICAL CENTER
including non paid teaching staff

fairs to enable students to
initiate new courses and
to work in such areas as
student relations with house
staff and faculty, whether
the clinics are run efficiently from the standpoint

Francisco for a one-day
course," explained Dr. Alfred
Schuchard, Professor and Chairman of Operative Dentistry at UC,
who will teach the class.
"Live, unrehearsed telecasts
showing treatment of actual patients is an effective teaching
method," Dr. Schuchard continued.
Since 1965, three UC Mobile
Clinics have been used for the
clinical instruction of dental students and as vehicles for providing
dental care to over 4000 children
in disadvantaged communities, orphanages, and schools for the deaf
and blind.

San

Call for appointment to donate
1656 to Ext.2061

Employee's Blood

Reserve Mobile
& 1671 HSW

LIQUORS

since i934"

FOOD MART

ARE ELIGIBLE FOR

Ann Manley
Blood Band

MEMBERSHIP

CALIFORNIA STATE EMPLOYEES'

.

CREDIT UNION NO. 2

DO ALL YOUR CONSUMER FINANCING WITH CREDIT UNION LOANS.

COMPARE THE RATES

AS MUCH AS 60% LESS THAN MOST LOAN COMPANIES
1% par month

vi

2Vt% par month

AS MUCH AS 33Va% LESS THAN MOST REVOLVING CREDIT PUNS

;

1% par month vi IVi% par month

AS MUCH AS 25% LESS THAN MOST BANK PERSONAL LOANS
$6.50
$8.00
$100.00

;

par $100.00 par yaor v»

par

par year

LOAN PROTECTION INSURANCE AT NO EXTRA COST

'

|

j

LOANS MADE FOR ANY WORTHY PURPOSE
ASK ABOUT THE NEW AUTOMOBILE PURCHASE PLAN
Fleet prices for credit union menbers.
FINANCE THE CAR AT $4.75 per $100.00 per YEAR.
Life insurance at no additional cost.

,!|

Employees' Blood Reserve Mobile
Tuesday, May 6

WINES •

-liquor specialists

schools, etc.
IV. Recall
gress reports from the indiA. The ASUC President, Vice
vidual commissions will help
President, or commission
ensure quality control.
Chairmen may be recalled
In an election initiatedby a
2. The Council will ensure that
the commissions actually
petition to the Central Counfunction in campus areas that
cil which has been signed
need attention.
by ten percent of the registered students on campus.
3. By a simple majority vote of
its members, the Council may
B. A petition signed by ten
percent of the registered
create, abolish, or redefine
the goals of a commission.
FREE DELIVERY
SEabright 1-2038
students within a given
school will initiate a recall
4. The C ouncll has sole responsibility for Investigating and
election for the commisfrom that school,
implementing findings of the
commissions.
whether they are elected or
appointed.
DI. Commissions
C. Two-thirds of those eligible
A. Board of Publications to exHARDWARE TOYS PASCO PAINT GLASS
ercise editorialcontrol ovto vote must favor the rePLUMBING SUPPLIES
er the SYNAPSE.
call.
B. Commission on Community V. These By-Laws maybe recalled
724 IRVING STREET
NORMAN SOMBERG
Health to involve students next Fall If ten percent of the stuin both urban and rural dent body petitions a recall
w—
health areas.
i
election.
"—
"" '. I mmmmmmm
C. Com mission on Regental and

The Mobile Clinic

education.

Commission on Teacher and
Curriculum Evaluation
which could use ASUC funds
to hire computer time, work

monthly and by hearing pro-

6. If vacancies occur among
the elected commissioners,
the Chairman may make additional appointments.
11. ASUC Council
A. The Central Council will be
composed of the following:
1. ASUC officers, i.e. President, Vice President, Secretary, and Treasurer
2. The Chairman of each commission
3. Two representatives from

ter's Mobile Clinic, a converted
city bus housing four completely
equipped dental offices and a television camera, will travel to Sacramento May 16 on a novel experiment in postgraduate dental

Morris Bros*

care, etc.

with an educational psychologist to devise forms approprate for all the

uate Nurse Organization

ing dentistry, medicine,
pharmacy, or nursing
(Graduate or undergraduate). The Graduate Division is included in the allied health professions.

UC San Francisco Medical Cen-

G.

uate Division

The president will appoint a
Chairman for each of the

1. Each commission will have

of patient

each commission
The President of each of the
four schools
The President of the Grad-

!
l

|]

',

CALL OR WRITE
CALIFORNIA STATE EMPLOYEES' CREDIT UNION NO 2

|

333 GOLDEN GATE AVENUE SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF. 94102
PHONE 861-1930 IQAjN INFORMATION 861-4507 MEMBERSHIP INFORMATION

\
]
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ETHICAL ISSUES IN FUTURE MEDICINE
(CONT. FROM LAST ISSUE)
E. Fuller Torrey is editor of
ETHICAL ISSUES IN MEDICINE:
THE ROLE OF THE PHYSICIAN
IN TODAY'S SOCIETY, Little,
Brown & Co. (August, 1968).
He received his medical degree
at McGill University and was for
two years the Peace Corps' Public Health director in Ethiopia.
He has taught at Albert Einstein
School of Medicineandis presently
a resident in psychiatry at Stanford Medical School.
by

E. Fuller

Torrey

M.D.

GOVERNMENTS' INTEREST
IN MEDICINE
The federal government has recently shown interest in some of
these problems. Their involvement
in birth control, for instance, has
rapidly enlarged. The distribution
and costs of medical services has
come under increasingly closefederal scrutiny as they have become
involved in subsidizing it, and in
1967 the Public Health Service organized a National Center for
Health Services Research and Development to study it. In 1966Senator Harris of Oklahoma, head of
the Subcommittee on Government
Research, held a four day meeting on present trends in science.
And later the same year Senator
Muskie of Maine introduced a
resolution calling for the creation
of a committee on technology and
the human environment. This
resolution was echoed a year later
by Senator Mondale of Minnesota
in response to the heart transplants. Such efforts are appropriate and potentially useful as long
as the federal government is just
one of several forums discussing
these questions. To assign discussions of this nature predominantly
to the government, however, would
run the perpetual risk to a democracy of fiat replacing discussion
and dialogue. At the international
governmental level, the United Nations has dealt with these problems very sparingly to date. Their
potential could certainly be
developed.

INSTITUTIONS
Universities can play a very
useful role in promoting discussion
of the ethical and social problems
facing medicine. Symposiums have
been held, such as one at Dartmouth in 1961 entitled "The Great
Issues of Conscience in Modern
Medicine," at Ohio Wesleyan in
1963 called "The Control ofHuman
Heredity and Evolution," and at
Duke University in 1967 on "Medical Science and Moral Responsibility."
On an ongoing level
institutes can be organized, such
as the Center for the Study of
Culture and Technology at Harvard, the new Institute for the Study
of Science In Human Affairs at
Columbia, or the Program of
Policy Studies In Science and Technology at George Washington University. The potential for such
institutes as a forum for discussing these problems in unlimited;
unfortunately there are but very
few of them and their work has
only begun.

Turning to organized medicine, Forum are among the largest of
those,and have generally supported
social legislation to Improve the
logical place to organize dialogue distribution of health services.
on these difficult problems facing Others like the Physicians for Somedicine and society. In actual- cial Responsibility and the Mediity this has not been the case. cal Committee on Human Rights
With a few exceptions they have have become deeply involved in
chosen to follow rather than lead supporting civil rights and exon these Issues, and there Is no amining the war in Vietnam.

semination should be performed,
or which man should receive the
heart transplant.
SEM7O7
MINDS FOR MACHINES
No excuses are sufficient, however, to justify the omission of
these problems from medical education any longer. Minds are
needed for the medical machines,
Men
Apparel
and some of these minds must come
changof
their
Among the leaders of these or- from
Immediate prospect
Boys
medicine. Discussion and
ing this position.
ganizations are some of the most dialogue will help separate what
Master Charge
Bankamericard
ENDORSING THE A.M.A.
respected men in American medi- we CAN do from what we OUGHT
For example, contraception was cine, and their isolated efforts to do.
2219 IRVING STREET
first raised as an issue in the at making medicine socially reA.M.A. In 1925 by their section sponsible have set standards for
on Obstetrics and Gynecology. It other doctors to emulate. The ■
MON. SAT. 9 A.M.. to 6 P.M.
f,«-, yOUr M.nrfh.
reached the House of Delegates In high point of cooperation among
Friendl
TELEPHONE: OV 1-4229
1935 and In 1938, both times being them, and perhaps the beginnings
photo
accepted neutrally for study with of the emergence of an effective
CENTER
neither endorsement nor oppo- minority voice in medicine, oc-. ««. nru .tr
not
sition. It was
raised again curred in June, 1967, when three
until 1964, at which time it was of these groups Issued a jointstatefinally endorsed. By this time, ment strongly attacking the con1234 9th AYE. near Lincoln Way
of course, most of the major tention by the President of the
battles on birth control had long A.M.A. that good health care is
Films, Cameras, Projectors, Supplies • Color Processing by KODAK
since been waged.
a privilege rather than a right.
ID-Photos, Portraits, Wedding Albums • Save Money on Technicolor
Another example of the lack of
medical
the
At the
student level,
Processing Mailers
A.M.A. leadership in these pro- Student Health Organization has
Specials All Year Around
blems is abortion. In 1965 the organized summer projects for
Committee on Human Reproduc- students to work in low sociotion recommended that the House economic areas. Although only a
of Delegates support enactment of few years old, it has already
more liberal legislation on abor- far surpassed the older and lartion by the states. The House of ger Student A.M.A. in terms of
Delegates rejected the recommen- being socially responsible.
dation, saying the matter was one VOLUNTARY STERILIZATION
for each state medical society to
There is also a group of vols
decide by itself. Less than two untary organizations that have
years later abortion legislation grouped themselves around a
design
began to be passed by state lesingle specific ethical problem.
gislatures, and as soon as it was Physicians are often prominent in
the A.M.A. reversed its earlier both starting and supporting them.
ART & CRAFTS HANDWORK ALL
decision and come out firmly en- Such organizations arethePlanned
dorsing the changes,
POST Parenthood Federation, The As-'
FACTO.
sociation for the Study of Abor7
FEES
tion, the Association for VolunIn other areas there are glim- tary Sterilization, and the Euthanmerings that perhaps the A.M.A. asia Society of America. They
might some day develop into an have stimulated much useful diaactive forum for discussing these logue in'their respective subject
the American Medical Association
would theoretically seem to be a
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Jet Charter Flights

problems.
They were a coareas, and are useful supplements
sponsor in 1963 of the first na- to other forums.
tional conference to study the
Organized speciality groups
social and philosophical problems within medicine have increasingly
occurring with the use of arti- provided leadership on some of
ficial kidneys. They have firmly these problems. For instance, the
endorsed the Declaration of Hel- American College of Surgeons resinki to regulate experimentation commended changes in procedures
on humans. Their Department of to acquire a voluntary sterilizaMedical Ethics has recently begun tion in 1951, and the American
to become active, even holding a Academy of Pediatrics set up an
national congress, and a Com- advisory committee on ethical promittee on Medicine and Religion blems in pediatric research in
has come into being. To date, 196". These efforts are also usehowever, their main preoccupa- ful adjuncts to those of the other
tions have been with matters of
professional and social conduct,
professional competence, and the
control of fees. The large questions posed above must find other
forums until such time as the
A.M.A. becomes interested in pro-

forums.

SOCIAL

PROBLEMS IGNORED

Probably the most important
forum of all for discussing these
questions is the one that is least
developed medical schools. The
ethical and social problems conviding leadership on them.
fronting medicine are ignored almost completely in the education
EFFECTIVE MINORITY
There are other organized of doctors, really a remarkable
groups of doctors besides the omission when analyzed closely.

American Medical Association,
and some of them have provided
promising leadership on these problems. Their usefulness as forums, however, is limited to date
by their small sphere of influence

-

There are many reasons for this,

probably the most important being
the pressure of teaching so much

other data in so short a time.

Another is the physician's traditional shyness in dealing with
and the fact that they usually concepts that cannot be quantibecome interested in primarily tated or verified in the laboraone problem. The National Medi- tory. Liver function tests cannot
cal Association and thePhysicians' determine whether an artificial in-

,
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Spotlight On a Nursing Leader

Biafra--A Brief History

of the Crisis
A Federal military government
was established in Nigeria in late
There is no situation in the world 1966, and relations with the retoday which parallels the Biafran gional government of the Eastern
by Luann

Dodini, California Club

tragedy in terms of human suffer-

ing.
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Half of the population under
four years of age is dead. More
than one and a half million people
have died of starvation; many
others are now suffering the
ravages of malaria and tuberculosis as a result of their weakened condition.
Four million
people in Biafra depend on the
emergency airlifts for whatever
food they have.
Unfortunately, many of us still
do not understand the nature and
history of this conflict in Biafra
and its terrible consequences. In
large part, the Nigerian Civil War
is the culmination of centuries of
tribal conflict. The Nigerians and
Biafrans are very different people;
Nigerians belong mostly to the
Hausa and Yoruba tribes, while
Biafrans are chiefly of the Ibo
tribe. Compounding a strong tradition of tribalism are deep religious differences. While Islam
predominates in Nigeria, many
Biafrans are Christians; Christian
values and Western standards are
almost universal among the Ibos.
Under British rule, the Ibos
achieved power and influence far
beyond their numbers. Because
they were ambitious, hard-working, and well-educated by Western
missionaries, they became Nigeria's leading businessmen, professionals, and military leaders.
They did much, to make Nigeria
a growing and progressive nation.
And because of their success,they
also created distrust and 111 will
among the other ethnic groups that
constituted a majority of the pop-

(Biafra)
deteriorated
Region
steadily. On April 4, 1967, the

Central Government declared a
total blockade of the Eastern Region.
This was followed by a
declaration of Blafran independence on May 30; hostilities began
about two months later.
Regardless of the Central Government's attitude towardthe Ibos,
it was apparent to Nigeria that
Biafra could not be allowed to
secede from the rest of the
country. One of Nigeria's greatest national assets is oil, and
most of It is in Biafra. The
British were concerned about this
situation, too; they hadbeenbuying
oil

from

Nigeria at fairly low

rates.
Biafrans resented what
they regarded as exploitation of

resources by the British.
It seems reasonable to expect
that if Biafra controlled the oil
supply, Britain would not get such
a bargain. Partly for this reason,
Britain has supported the Nigerian
military government.
When the civil war broke out,
their

most of the world powers, including the United States, favored
the Nigerian Central Government.
It was felt that the Biafrans could
not possibly win, and that the

HELEN NISKALA, PRESIDENT nursing program this year can and future members of the GNO
OF THE GRADUATE NURSE
attest to the fact that her many can not help but see the results
ORGANIZATION
contributions will be remembered of her influence.
Helen
by
A Canadian
birth,
Niskala came to the Graduate Nursing Program with previous experience both in nursing service I
and nursing education. During
WEDDINGS-IDENTIFICATIONS-PORTRArTS
the turmoil of the first days of !
the Fall Quarter when most stu731-4428
637 IRVING
I
dents found adjusting to the
pressure of academic life more
than enough to fill their time,
Helen stood out as a leader.
Voicing her personal sense of
committment to the belief that
"individuals should assume reyou
Office to
sponsible roles within what ever
organization they are associated,"
and challenged to discover the role
of graduate students in an American university, Helen was elected
the President of the Graduate
Airline Hotel Ship Reservations Everywhere
Nurse Organization. The graduate
\\mm»mmm^mwawmmammmmamm^m^^^^^mmmamammti^^m\
ii
i ■■■-■■™-«-'-*-*---T!!*r
nursing students found their choice
t■
if
n 1-jwiiu.i.h "i.vj'j"'
i ■ ■ ■.. amamjmvaajmmmmamn
to be a wise one, for under sound
We Specialize in Fiesh Flowera
leadership the council quickly beand Good Service
came an effective voice and an
active unit in the student community.
CALL
ARRANGEMENTS
When asked what the main task
of the GNO had been, she reGARDEN
plied "REORGANIZATION!" Dis- I
WEDDINGS
cussing the contributions of the
I
FLORIST
0R
OH
current GNO elicited this reJ. 82S IRVING NEAR 9th AYE. I
I cci OCOO M,Y OCCASION
Close to I/. C. Hospital
sponse; "GNO has helped to create
/
-ALSOI
I1 OOrODiO
luniuviuiainiviM
andhooan*suuivan
a vital role for graduate students
ARTIFICIAL PLANTS
>
s
in nursing on this campus. With
& FLOWERS FOB
»*—
g —' WE DELIVEE ANYWHERE
SALE M RENT
their wide backgrounds in educaand
experience, graduate
tion
nursing students can effectively
participate in the Associated Student activities as has been suggested in their constitution re-
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tinued student-faculty interactions
and feels that much more can be
done through student representation on faculty committees.
As Helen Niskala stated, "Whatoff all sources of food and supattacked the Ibos for their "clanever the endeavor, I should like
plies to the Eastern Region, Cennishness and nepotism."
to leave something of myself
Nigeria achieved independence tral Government troops regularly
behind." Those of us who have
in 1960, and was hailed as the conduct mass executions of Ibo been associated with the graduate
African country with the greatest tribesmen. Typically, all the men
potential for stable, democratic of a village are shot, the children
institutions and economic growth. macheted to death, and the women
But in 1966 the smoldering rival- raped and mutilated. Many Ibos
ries erupted In bloodshed.
A formerly living throughout Nigergroup of Army officers, mainly la have fled to the Eastern ReIbos, assassinated the Nigerian gion to escape such purges. As
Prime Minister, who was also the a result, millions of people are
crowded into a small area with
religious leader of Nigerian Moslemd.
General Ironsi, the Ibo no regular supply of food. Mass
commander of the armed forces, starvation has been going on for
two years; yet reports of this
became Prime Minister. In retaliation, Nigerian soldiers re- reached the outside only in late
volted, assassinated General 1968.
The United States has attempted
Ironsi, and began a series of mass
(to page 15)
executions of Ibos throughout Ni-

Aye.

-

-

-»■

sooner the Nigerian government
won, the sooner the suffering would
be over. But Biafra continued
to fight, with some military support
from France.
Both Britain and visions."
the Soviet Union have sent supHelen would like to see con-

plies to Nigeria.
The Nigerian Central Government has used two main tactics
in its efforts to defeat Biafra.
ulation. The Nigerian government Besides the blockade, which cuts
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SAMA CONVENTION
the moral campus by the members of the
question of dictating health prac- Black Student Union-Black Caucus
tice which has basically individual in December, calling for the resrather than social consequences ervation of 25% of the places in
swayed the House toward the fol- each incoming class for students
lowing Resolution: that SAMA urge from racial minority groups,
the enactment of legislation refinancial and academic support,
and a minority admissions comquiring more stringent health hazard warnings in ALL TOBACCO mittee made up of Black andWhite

Representatives: Don ality of the FCC ban and

Student
Barr, Neal Cohen, Marie Feltin,
Bill Gillanders, Joe Humphry,
Chuck Payton and Alex Stalcup
SAMA CONVENTION
The 1969 Student American Med-

-

ical Association happened April 1
4 in Chicago. The choice of Chicago as the site was made in May
of '68, but the events of the AugADVERTISING and on all tobacco members. It was the hope of the
San Francisco delegation that
ust Democratic convention brought products.
many loud demands that SAMA
In dealing with abortion there SAMA would adopt the program as
a model, and establish a mechanrespond to those hostilities by was little difficulty in finding a conmoving the convention elsewhere. consensus on this major public ism at the national level to achieve

The rationale that prevailed Justified the choice of Chicago as necessary if we were not going toturn
our backs on the Social sickness
which had been manifested in August. Out of the many discussions
about the convention site grew the

health problem too long neglected
by the established medical community. The following resolution
passed easily: Resolved: that

SAMA support the concept that the
decision to have an abortion performed should be made by the paplans to build the convention around tient and her family in consultathe theme "Medicineand Society". tion with her physician and, be it
Senators Edmund Muskie and Fred further RESOLVED, that SAMA
Harris, Walter Cronkite and sev- recognize that among the signifieral educators and health profes- cant indications for an abortion to
sionals took part in "Medicine be considered by a physician and
and Society" programs. Many of his patient are: 1) the probability
the health professionals who had of birth of a deformed fetus; 2)
provided medical assistance dur- a threat to the mother's life or
ing the Democratic Convention health; 3) psychiatric indications;
presented a pictorial record of 4) humanitarian reasons, such as
what took place. Health consumers in cases of rape and incest; 5)
from Philadelphia and Detroit parsocio-economic reasons, such as
ticipated in community health placing an undue burden upon the
workshops. Students who have been financial capabilities of the family
attempting to resolve the problem and, 6) a well-reasoned desire of
of minority group admissions held the mother not to have the child,
workshops on mechanisms of a- and, be it further RESOLVED,
that SAMA urge all state legislachieving increased enrollment.
tures to amend preieht abortion
LEGISLATION AND
laws insofar as they apply to liMEDICAL TRENDS
One of the aims of.theSan'Fran- censed medical and osteopathic
cisco contingent at the Convention physicians, enabling the performwas to achieve formal recognition ance of therapeutic abortions in acof the responsibility ofnational and credited hospitals by licensed
local SAMA for lobbying involve- medical and osteopathic physicians.
One will quickly note that all
ment in some of the major sociopolitical Issues confronting ourso- three measures handled under the
ciety. Our goal was realized when auspices of Medical Trends (Rethe House of Delegates voted to assessing National Priorities, Toexpand the "Medical Trends" bacco Advertising and Abortion)
committee to the "Committee for depend for their effectiveness on
Legislation and Medical Trends" well organized lobbying efforts.
with the specific charge of organ- In the past SAMA's lobbying has
izing and coordinating lobbying ef- been confined to sending the substance of resolutions to appropforts.
with
In keeping with their newly a- riate legislative leaders
dopted responsibilities the House singularly unproductive results.
of Delegates made an attempt to This year we hope to mount a
come to grips with the ABM con- campaign of personal legislative

—

troversy, passing the following contact coordinated with other orresolution 51 to 11 under the title ganizations of similar interest and
disposition. Such a campaign holds
of National Priorities: REthat SAMA informrelevant national the promise of meaningful infigures and the public of its great volvement for many of our local
concern about the intended ABM members.
Additionally, there are some obdeployment, and emphasize that It
seriously questions these proposed viously important areas which fall
expenditures, particularly in view under the auspices of Legislation
of current health care problems to and Trends which did not receive
which such funds might be more recognition by this year's House.
Environmenta Pollution, Mariappropriately applied.
juana, and Alcoholism are only
A much more sweeping condemnation was initially offered, but the a few which immediately come to
majority of the delegates felt that mind. Hopefully there will be suftemporal difficulties hadprevented ficient local chapter Interest and
us from developing adequate docu- involvement that we can go to next
mentation for a stronger stand. year's National Convention with
Under the auspices of the Medi- significant, well-documented posical Trends Reference Committee, tions or programs which come to
two additional pieces of legislation grips with such areas of obvious
were handled, one concerning To- concern to the medical community.
bacco Advertising and one on Abor- MINORITY GROUP ADMISSIONS
The San Francisco delegation
tion.
Supporting the proposed FCC ban to the convention went to Chicago
on all radio and television adver- with a clear, prepared program
tising was considered amid some of minority recruitment to offer
rather heated testimony, however, to the House of Delegates. This
both the questionable Constitution- was the program presented to the

ognition of the importance of good

teaching (as compared to research
duties); and the shifting of the
emphasis on the 4 years requirement for the M.D. degree to more
flexible programs allowing for differences in medical students goals

"Suites for lease, San Jose, Calif.
Modern, medical-dental Complex.
Fast growing area, adequate parking. For details write Box 5705
San Jose 95150 or phone 408-2469548 Eves.

*Yo\ire looking

and interests.
The sum of these resolutions is
to move medical education and
medicine away from a restrictive
sterotyped profession to a career
which will accurately reflect the
diversity of the society it serves.
its goals.
Medical students, speaking from
In testimony offered to the ref- the privileged position of being
erence committee designated to at the storm center, are concerned
devise such a structure, a detailed that traditional straight science
description of the formation and backgrounds do not prepare stucomposition of a Minority Admis- dents to meet the variety of needs
sions Committee was offered. represented in a patient, other than
Elsewhere, in a symposium on the medical needs. Similarly, it is
Minorities in the Health Profes- clear to most students that a resion, the experiences of the San search oriented "expert" on a
Francisco Committee for Minority topic may be qualified to teach
Recruitment were presented, de- nothing, whild a good teacher can
tailing the techniques of recruit- teach almost anything. The flexment found to be successful during ibility of multi-task educational
that committee's year of experi- systems appeals to students as a
mentation.
sensible way to allow for expanIt was apparent that at most sion and fulfillment of the variety
Donovan L Jenkins, C.LU.
medical schools the move to enroll of interests presented by increasOne reason for our reputation
more students from racial minor- ingly varied types of medical stufor integrity has been an
ity groups is at best in vie begin- dents.
emphasis on professionalism.
experience
stage.
Clearly,
the
ning
HEALTH CARE FINANCING
Consequently,
we have always
gained and the information yet to
One of the most controversial
attracted men of quality
men
at
issues
the
brought before
be learned
San Francisco will
House
who understand that there are
be of value to all schools con- of Delegates related to the broad
times when no is the only
templating such a move. It is in- question of health care financing.
valid answer.
cumbent upon concerned students The San Francisco Delegation conat UCSF to spread the philosophy cerned itself with an attack upon
And men whose business it is
and techniques of our effort to all the evils in the present non-systo have your interests at heart.
receptive schools by all means tem of health care delivery which
Does that sound like just another
possible.
have arisen in the context of mcd- ,'
advertising phrase? Well, look
The ferment and discussion sur- ; ical care as a free market comat it this way. Ask any top
rounding this issue generated a i modity on a fee-for-service basis.
professional if there's a healthier
broad-based foresighted outline
(to page 15)
way to build a following.
for SAMA to pursue this year.
Specifically, the House of DeleSo call him. You'll be impressed
gates voted to establish a Standing
by the number—and the kind—
May Day Grand Opening
Committee on Minority Recruitof goals he can help you
BOOK
CENTER
ment "to deal explicitly with the
accomplish with life insurance.
problems on minority admissions,
featuring Marxist and
And remember
you can
recruitment and financial aid."
always say no to him.
Black
Liberation
literature
Long-range goals of the Com10-6 PM
mittee were established to include May 1-3
high school informationprograms,
St.
GR
4-1335
Turk
172
publicity in minority communities
Reductions 10-50%
and the education of medical school
Provident Mutual Life Insurance Co. of Philadelphia
committees.
As
admissions
to pro2114 MILVIA ST., BERKEtEY
845-3583
grams successful in other schools,
the latter will also involve communicating the opinion of SAMA
that medical admissions standards
must be broadened to include variable backgrounds and experiences.
Additionally, SAMA has asked each
medical school to prepare a plan
BUY
DRIVE THE BEST $$ VALUE FOR 1969 DELIVERY
outlining how the school intends to
ANY PLACE SAVE HUNDREOSI
increase its enrollment of students from groups not now ade2 DR. SEDAN
4 DR. WAGON
quately represented. As a part of
SEDAN
4
DR
$PT. COUPE
the implementation of this plan
SAMA asks that medical students
be seated on the Admissions Committees of Medical Schools. In this
matter, as in so many other proLOCAL DELIVERY
NEW 4 USED
gressive innovations, UCSF has
PARTS-SERVICE
BODY SHOP
already shown the way.
EDUCATIONAL REFORM |
Largest Factory Dealer in U.S.A.
i
Medical education, nationally,
is undergoing a period of intensive
self-evaluation, renewal, and reform. The interests of SAMA in
280 So. Van Nest San Franciaco
these changes were expressed
626-2171
principally in three area: the
NOW LEASING ALL MODELS
broadening of admission requirements so that a more heterogeneous group of medical students
will be generated; increased rec-
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The University and the Urban Crisis
Remarks by Dr. Mark Ferber
Cal Club, Riverside, California
March 23, 1969

I want to talk about the set
of interrelated problems that we
have come to call the "urban
crisis."
Each of you could undoubtedly
develop his own list, but let me
suggest three areas which I feel
to be truly critical and in which
the University can play a role in

solutions.
First, I think we must face up
squarely to the fact that ours is

providing

a

racist society and has been
from its inception. The Kerner
commission performed a great
service in directing our attention
to this social cancer that permeates virtually all of our institutions
including higher education. I am, for the moment, less
concerned about overt bigotry and
prejudice, although it is quite clear
that these ugly and vicious sets
of attitudes are still all too rampant in our society. What concerns
me far more is that insidious
pattern that we have come to call
"institutional racism"
the frequently unconscious sets of attitudes and behaviors that manifest
themselves daily in the ways we
conduct our lives and structure our
institutions. While this WASPoriented bias has been directed in
the past
at different times and
in different places against Jews,
Catholics, Southern Europeans,
Irish, etc., it remains most persistently and most naggingly, a
constant factor in the lives ofthose
whose differences ca-nnot be

—

—

--

—

changed by an Anglicized name,
the shaving of side curls, or a
changed place of worship. To
be

our technology. lam struck here
by the eloquence of Mrs. Mary
Pegram, a black social worker
surveying her own position in life,

"As a social worker, and a black
feel the agonies of second
class citizenship very
deeply. Recently, I have come to
feel that the conditions of our cities
have made all people second-class
citizens, in some respects." And
so it would appear to be.
As a corollary of this point, it
is imperative that new mechanisms
for distributing the rewards of
this society be developed. While
technology holds a promise forthe
good life, this promise is denied
to far too many of our citizens.
The racial bias involved in this
unequal distribution system is obvious to you, but poverty by itself
and without racial overtones stands
as a major problem for American

woman, I

-

society today.

The third interrelated

problem
revolves around improving the in-

stitutions of local government so
as to make them more effective,
more responsive to growing demands, and more viable.
Whatever .your views on national

—

large-scale employer. We must disadvantaged have been replaced
do more than merely remain an by doing "with".
impartial witness. We must, and
student access,
These, then
ARE, taking an aggressive stance employment, research, and public
with regards to recruitment and service
are the areas where the
up-grading of minority employees. University can and will make its
We must do more for on-the- major efforts in the urban crisis.
job training. It is ironic that while A rough path has been started and,
education is "our bag" we lag fortunately, there is no turning
many enlightened industrial back. There are, however, a
concerns in our willingness to variety of limiting factors that do
assume some responsibility for deserve our attefrtien. I promised
training our own employees with earlier not to ase tham as scapea n eye to improving their own goats, and I meant it. I bring
them to your attention only so you
position within the University.

—

and international problems, it is
clear that state and local governmental units have been understudied by scholars and have been
floundering in the face of increased
demands for the last thirty years.
However inadequate certain naRESEARCH
tional programs have been, they
A third area in which the Unihave all too frequently been the versity can contribute relates to
result of the incapability of state applying some of the intellectual
or lesser units to solve the problem and financial resources of the
•■-,,■'. University to a program of reat hand.
It is the closely related nature search and public service aimed
of these problems of racism, poat analyzing and arriving at soverty, this technological gap and lutions to some of the problems
unresponsive
government that I mentioned in my opening reforms the background for the urban marks. While the evils of racism
and poverty are high on the list
crisis.
What, then, can the University of problems, we can simultaneousof California do in the face of ly work on such topics as physical
these pressing problems? Let me pollution,
transportation, local
suggest four major areas in which government financing, community
we have begun to move and which, health, and a long list of relevant,
taken together, form the dimensocially-oriented projects.
sions of our immediate response
PUBLIC SERVICE
to the urban crises.

black or brown or red or
yellow has meant too frequently
in the past and still means too
frequently, to be viewed as different and outside the mainstream.
Instead of revelling in the notion
of "differentness" and structuring our institutions in such a way
as to allow each of us to develop
naturally, we have unconsciously
attempted to turn everyone into
ACCESS TO HIGHER EDUCATION
lonce-removed member of the godThe first area in which the
fearing, puritan- oriented, blond,
University can contribute is that
blue-eyed stereotype. Differences of
expanding access to higher eduhave tended to frighten us. Forcation. Whatever personal resergetting, for a moment, the deeper vations I
may have about the ability
problem of race, think about the
of education PER SE to move our
undue concern that a beard or
society, for given individuals it
long hair commands among many is
frequently the single most imof our most distinguished citizens.
portant key for breaking the viI have yet to see any study indi- cious poverty cycle
that has
cating a relationship between facial characterized the
life-style of far
hair and inferior mental capacity,
too many of our citizens. While
but I can think of a lot of jobs
this is equally true for all our
I'd hate to apply for sporting
citizens, the racism that I meneven a moustache. Yet, the ac- tioned earlier has
meant, in the
ceptance of differences
I hate words of President Hitch, that
the word toleration
must be "to be poor and to be the child
made part of our very instituof parents who have not had the
tional fabric if we are going to
advantage of education is also to
erase racism from our midst. be black or to have a Spanish
Until very recently, every facet
surname." Here, we can point
of our existence hammered home
to limited progress, although the
the message: White is beautiful and sheer size of the job remaining
is
good, and only white is beautiful staggering.
and good. Fortunately, the mesOur Educational
Opportunity
sages are beginning to change, but Program began only
in 1965-66
we have a long way to go.
with 100 students. In three years
A second aspect of the "urban this number has grown to
almost
crisis" relates to the imperative 2,000 with
a dollar commitment
need for us to regain control of of 3.7 million
dollars in financial

-- —

grants, additional counseling and resources. Government, on many
services. Additionally, the occasions, has come requesting
percentage of waiver students has help in solving problems as diverse
been raised from 2 to 4% of as splitting the atom to eradicating
entering students. While this may various agricultural pests. What
seem small to you, it is a start. President Hitch has now done is to
Beyond this, it provides an oppor- direct attention to another sega segment
tunity for reexamining the whole ment of the public
structure of standards which have which has long been ignored. Somegoverned admissions to the Uni- how, new mechanisms for a closer
versity. If these students do well, relationship must be developed.
and it is my impression that they Here, I am keenly aware of the
perform approximately like any work that many of you have underrandom group of entering students, taken through special student-oreven the most hidebound among us iginated projects and programs. In
will be forced to take a new many respects, these are a protolook at the existing criteria that type of the kinds of projects that
have been utilized in the past. can best relate the University to
EMPLOYMENT
the community. But more is
A second major area in which the needed, and we are working on this.
University can make a significant We need more input from the com-;
contribution relates to "its opera- munity, for it is clear thatthe days
tions as an economic entity and of doing things "to" or "for" the
special

financing. All of the approaches
I mentioned to you have at least
one thing in common: they cost

money. Yet, as you all know, we

state.

This role is not well understood.
I have frequently been asked
whether or not public service is an
appropriate "function" for the
University. This may be a relevant
question in the abstract, but for
the University of California
or
any Land Grant Institution
the

——

answer, I firmly believe, is quite

obvious. We HAVE BEEN in the
public service arena since the day
we opened our doors 100 years ago.
The only question is, really,
"Which part of the public?" Certainly agriculture, electronics,
business and the professions have
constantly drawn upon University
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The final area I would like to

mention relates to the set of activities we have called "public
service". A precise definition
is difficult here since the range
of activities includes applied research, extension work, tutoring,
and social services. The underlying notion is quite clear. It relates to creating a University
"presence" where there has not
been one, and in relating more
directly to the residents of the
ghettoes and barrios across the

Stella*

—

can be aware of them and not as
an excuse for inactivity.
First, there is the real CONSTRAINT imposed by very limited

"

face our third straight "austerity"
budget in Sacramento. It is clear
that we are not universally loved,
and the dying ardor of many leaders has taken the form of reduced
funds for the University. We will
not stop our efforts, and we will
not ignore our responsibilities, but
it Is quite clear that financial restraints impose real limits on the
speed with which we can move or
on the over-all magnitude of this
response.
Second, there is the very real
constraint that flows from our inability to make the University un(to page r§}
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PUBLIC POLICY (from page 6)
urging

of a small number of
scientists and now the scientists
should call for controlling chemical and biological weapons.
Equally compelling are the eco-

-

could be termed Bio political
Science.
Such a program could
provide knowledge of the complexities of ecology as also the
functions and limitations of various
political processes and institutions. Changes are needed in the
existing political system whichhas
the traditional politician catering
to the pork barrel of massive

logical questions of the continuing
deterioration of air, water and soil
during the last several decades.
Widespread use of pesticides like
DDT, nitrates in chemical fertilizers and the übiquitous carbon technology contracts. The polidioxide producing automobile are tician's behavior Is only adaptive
chief contributors. As an ex- toward his goal, re-election; the inample, the Baltic Sea is now so dustrialist's toward his, Increased
heavily polluted with DDT that profits. Both act in the name of
recently the Swedish Institute of greater gross nationalproduct with
Public Health issued a. warning an occasional lip-service caveat
that eating Baltic fish regularly to ecological ravages.
It would be a suicidal oversight
has become dangerious. Another
to let technology become preexample is the accumulating evidence that man-made pollutants in potent over ecology. The urgency
the air are changing world weather for efforts toward preserving huin adverse, Irreversible patterns. man values in our technological
Man's dependence on the balance society cannot be overstated.
of nature remains poised crucially
A series of seven lectures on
as ever. Aldous Huxley writes
SCIENCE & PUBLIC POLICY will
sensitively,
"Christianity enjoins us to love be given at UC Medical Center
this quarter.
The schedule Is
our human neighbours and to re1. April 23: "Some Recent Degard as neighbours even our
velopments in Science and Public
enemies. More realistically, HinPolicy"
duism and Buddhism extend the
Chauncey Leake,
field of love into the nonhuman (Aud.) Dr.

world. We must love, the Indian

prophets tell us, not only our

fellow-men but also our fellowanimals. The twentieth century
ecologlst would add that we ought
to love the1 whole planet and treat
it as though it were a vulnerable
living organism, refraining scrupulously from all those outrages
against nature which have turned so
much of the once beautiful into
excrement, Industrial wastes and
slums."
Efforts must be made to make
salient the fact that complex concatenations of outcomes result
when ecological changes are initiated. The portents, overt as well
as surreptitious, of untrammelled
technology need to be widely dis-

UCMC

2. April 30: "Chemical Warfare" Dr. John Neilands, Professor of Biochemistry, UCB
(MU lounge)
3. May 7: "Control of Mind and
Public Policy" Dr. E. Fuller
Torrey,

Dept. of Psychiatry,

Stanford Medical School
(MU lounge)
4. May 14: "Some Philosophic
Reflections on Aggression" Dr.
Paul A. Lee, Philosophy Dept.

UCSC

(MU lounge)
5. May 21: "Eperlmentatlon on
Human Beings" Dr. Otto E. Gut-

tentag, UCMC .—->

—-

(MU lounge)
6. May 28: "Education of Scientists & Non-Scientists" Dr. Ken-

seminated.
neth Thimann, Provost, Crown
The universities should take the
College, UCSC
lead in creating an informed ci7. June 4: Science & Public
tizenry responsive to these proPolicy:
Some Prospects Dr. C.S.
One
could
be
approach
blems.
Wallia
to initiate undergraduate and graduate program of studies in what (MU lounge)
SAMA (from page 13)

SAMA clearly stated that health
care Is a right that cannot be subordinated in quantity or quality to
the Individuals earning power.
SAMA resolved to work for expansion of alternative methods of
financing to the "fee-for-services" method, and clearly stated
that the present "system" Is not
the only utillzable foundation (for
a system) of health care delivery.
NATIONAL SERVICE
OBLIGATION
The house of delegates passed
two resolutions relating to the draft
and utilization of manpower. The
first (Resolution 20A) Instructed
the executive council to work with
the President Advisory Commis(the selective
sion reviewing
service system to secure two
changes with regards to physicians. First, that there be compulsory national service for all
physicians that allows them equal
choice between military and civilian service with equal pay and
privileges and second, that this

15
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obligation be profession wide with
women physicians receiving equal
consideration. The one aspect not
referred to was the obligation of
those who fulfilled their military
obligation prior to their medical

education.

The second resolution (Resolution 4) deals with the expansion of
"the U.S. Public Health Service
or other Federally administered or

approved programs" to provide
adequate health care in areas in
need of such aid. The manpower
for such expansion would draw
from medical and para medical
personal who select these programs as theiralternative to serving In the military. Inclusive in
this proposed program is financial
aid for students in school for return obligatory service after graduation similar to some of the military programs. This resolution
also has a clause calling for equal
privileges and pay to the military.
Upon analysis this second
resolution Is basically a stop gap
measure aimed at improving health

URBAN CRISIS (from page 14)
derstandable tothepubllc.lt seems
quite clear to me that, as an institution, the University is extraordinarily fragile and vulnerable. On one hand it requires a
high level of support from the public and keen understanding from all
of the elements within its own
community. Clearly the University can be disrupted with great
ease. With equal clarity, it can
be destroyed
as we know it
by political interference. I think
both of these alternatives are real
possibilities. What is even more
clear, I think, is our failure to
define our role in such a way as
to gain maximum public understanding. Obviously, the general
public will not be as responsibe
to ideas about change as the University community. Yet, lam disappointed by their willingness to
respond to highly simplistic notions about means for coping with
so-called "campus unrest". Our
failure has Imposed what I deem
to be a very real constraint on
our operations
and one closely
related to thefirst constraint dealing with finances. We see the results of the situation when TheRegents themselves are sorely
divided on manyfundamental questions relating to the University.
This "fact of life" obviously
limits, to an extent, our maneuverability and freedom to act.
Third is the veryreal constraint
imposed by the sheer size of the
organization. I need not belabor

—

—

—

BIAFRA (from page 12)
and has found
that it is very difficult to send
aid without appearing to be taking
political sides.
Becoming politically involved in
a situation in which the Soviet
Union, Britain, and France are
already involved is something that
Washington would like to avoid.
Until very recently the U.S. did
not have any fact-finders In Biafra. Now the reports of mass
starvation are acknowledged to
be true.
President Nixon has
pledged our willingness to provide relief. Several private organizations are already sending
food and supplies, among them the

to remain neutral,

care to those most in need, but
does not really approach the problem of two class health system or
the most effective utilization of
manpower.

(POPE (from page 4)

this point for this audience. All of
you know about the difficulties involved In moving any human organization this big. The situation
is, I think, heightened within the
University of California by the
principle of decentralization to
which we are all committed and by

to earth to spread the word of
God and the Romans crucified

him but we were his disciples and
he taught us the word etc. etc.
This would be the same kind of
exaggeration of natural into supernatural that seems to be the meat
and drink of the gospels. Furtherthe myriad decisional bodies that more, the motives of the apostles
have been created within theover- were probably very pure; their
all system. While this acts as a later sufferings should testify to
restraint on unified action by those that.
If the Pope is intelligent, if he
of us working at the statewide
level, it also has a brighter coral- realizes that the belief in the
lory: namely, that the capacities deity of Christ rests on faith and
of the individualcampus to respond not on fact, then I hold that he
with flexibility and speed are is the most evil man in the world.

Millions of people are psychologically conditioned from early
In short, there is still great childhood to believe that they must
vitality within the University. We obey the teachings of the Pope
along with American society gen- 'under pain of mortal sin. The
erally, are moving into a period Church has built up the invisible
of great turmoil and turbulence. strings of control from Rome to
It Is also, for those of us who the minds of men, women and chilare born optimists, a period of dren the world over. When any
great excitement. For the Univer- intelligent man sits in the Pontiffs
sity, the crisis is heightened by chair, claims authority from God;
the challenges facing it and by, knows that the whole vast superthe strength of the many forcesi| structure of the Church rests on
opposing Its direction and its) such weak reeds as those discussed
thrust. But for those of us in- here, and yet begins to manipulate
volved, there is really no al—] the strings that have sent armies
ternative but to keep pressing to war, sacrificed women in labor,
forward. To ignore the problems and are now coercing the producaround us is to condemnourselves tion of children destined to starve,
to the fate of those who have been then I say that his personal faith
unwilling to try and shape their cannot justify his ignoring of the
own destinies. To have tried and first axiom of reason I may be
failed may well be heroic: to wrong. Should there be a judgment
have failed to try is ignoble. day, I would expect him to join an
angel who also thought he was
justified in playing God.
heightened.

-

Committee to Save Biafran Children, and the Biafran Medial Association of the Americas, as well
as Church World Services and
Catholic Relief Services. It remains to be seen what measure
of support, In terms of food and
supplies, and pressure for lifting of the blockade and negotiation of a truce, that will come from
the United States government.
Much will depend upon the public
support expressed for such measures. Letters to the President,
your Congressman and Senators,
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sports

The Weightless
Wonders
During the past year A 1Kerr has

gathered about him a large number
of young ladies who do more than
dream about staying in good shape
the Weightless Wonders!
The Weightless Wonder Program
consists ofa crefully-planned regimen of various types of exercise,
including weight-lifting, jogging,
sauna bath, and swimming. The benefits of the program are many:
it help you girls to be more active,
to lose weight, to build up various
parts of your body, or to improve
overall body tone and fitness.
A typical schedule would be:
7:30-8:15 weight program

—

--

8:15-8:25 jogging
8:30-8:45 sauna bath

-

April 28,1969

recreation

and

SPORTS NOTES Has Anyone
ADULT TRAMPOLINE
WORKOUTS
Trampolines are available toall
students and Millberry Union members. Free lessons are offered
Mondays thru Thursdays between
5 and 7 P.M.
INTRAMURAL SPORTS

FESTIVAL

*

The annual University of California Intramural Sports Festival
will be held at Santa Barbara
this year. The Festival will take
place on May 16. U.C.M.C. will
field teams in the following sports:
6-man volleyball, tennis, badminton, co-ed softball, and women's

basketball.
SCUBA DIVING COURSE
Mr. Ed Brailey ispresently conducting a scuba-diving course at

-swimming
8:45
The class takes place every Monday and Wednesday evenings. Newcomers attend two 7:00 orientation
sessions, in addition.

Seen Our Tents?
During the last winter

two one-

man pop-up tents were lost from the
Athletic Control Desk in Millberry
Union? Has anyone seen them or
heard of their whereabouts? If you
have, would you please let the Athletic Department know. Many of
your fellow students enjoy weekends
outings which are enhanced by the

U.C.M.C.

Basketball
The Captain and leader of the
U.C.M.C. Varsity Basketball Team
the past season is Steve Smith, a
second-year Medical student. Scoring an average of 23 points per

game and playing with great basketball sense, Steve was the mainstay of the Mcd Center Five.
low rates at which Millberry rents
Although he was extremely sick
its camping equipment. If we have at the time of the P.A.A. Tourney,
no tents, a lot of outings will never Steve still played against the All-

happen.

Army team, only to -lose to the
quintet that eventually took the Nathe U.C.M.C. pool on Monday even- tional
A.A.U. title. According to
ings, between 7 and 10 p.m. In- Al
Kerr, "I can only say that if
terested persons are welcome to
a healthy Steve Smith was at the
attend, as registration is still Presidio when U.C.M.C. played
open.
the All-Army team in the P.A.A.

Tournament, there is no doubt that
we might have gone all the way."
The accompanying photos show
Steve in action this last season.

Eligibility
The program is open to students,
spouses of students, employees,
and faculty members with a Millberry Union Membership card. The
card (which is pro-rated) can be
bought before 5 PM at the Millberry Central Desk, Mondays

Torunn Rhodes

through Fridays
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